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Introduction
The present National report was realised in the framework of the project “RecoAsia –
Regional Cooperation in the field of recognition among Asian Countries”, co-funded by the
European Union under the Erasmus+ programme. This National Report represents a firsthand information source about the higher education system and qualification recognition
procedures in place in Vietnam.
The National Report was drafted by VN-NARIC, the Hanoi University and the
Hochiminh City Open University, under the supervision of CIMEA (ENIC-NARIC Italy) and
HARNO (ENIC-NARIC Estonia).
This document was finalised on 4th April 2022; information included in this National
Report refers to the period prior to this date. A special acknowledgement to all the
contributors from partner institutions.
VN-NARIC (TRUNG TÂM CÔNG NHẬN VĂN BẰNG): Trần Thị Ngọc Bích, Ngô Thị Diệu Linh, Đào
Thị Việt Hạnh, Lê Thu Hương, Phạm Khánh Huyền, Vũ Ngọc Hà, Nguyễn Phương Hiền. HANOI
UNIVERSITY (TRƯỜNG ĐẠI HỌC HÀ NỘI): Nguyễn Văn Trào, Đặng Thị Phương Thảo, Nguyễn
Hồng Giang, Nguyễn Quang Vịnh, Phạm Bích Ngọc, Vũ Thị Bằng, Hoàng Thu Thủy;
HOCHIMINH CITY OPEN UNIVERSITY (TRƯỜNG ĐẠI HỌC MỞ TP. HỒ CHÍ MINH): Nguyễn Minh
Hà, Lê Thị Thanh Thu, Phan Thị Thu Phương, Nguyễn Thị Anh Thảo.

1. Overview
Country official full name

The Socialist Republic of Vietnam.
Geographic location

Vietnam is located in the East of the Indochinese peninsula, the centre of Southeast
Asia, bordered by the Gulf of Thailand on the southwest, the Gulf of Tonkin and the East Sea
on the east, China on the north, Laos and Cambodia on the west.
Vietnamese Education

The national education system of Vietnam is an open and interconnected education
system that includes formal education and continuing education.
Education levels in the national education system of Vietnam include:
1. Early childhood education divided into nursery and kindergarten education.
2. General education divided into primary, lower and upper secondary education.
3. Vocational education divided into elementary, intermediate and junior college
levels.
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4. Higher education divided into bachelor’s, Master’s and Doctoral degrees.

2. Overview of higher education of Vietnam
2.1. A brief overview of Vietnam higher education history
The new model of higher education, approaching the achievement of science,
technology and Western civilisation, was established in Vietnam at the beginning of the 20th
century. In 1906, the French government established the University of Indochina (French:
Université Indochinoise) in Hanoi, which was the first university following the French model in
Indochina.
After gaining independence in 1945, Vietnam consecutively underwent two wars with
France and the United States. During that period, Vietnam was divided into several regions
which were controlled by different forces. Therefore, education in general and higher
education in particular were organised according to different models with the educational
influences of the (former) Soviet Union, France, and the United States (Tran Khanh Duc,
2012).
Since the country’s reunification in 1975, Vietnam’s higher education has been
changing in terms of level structure, teaching contents and types of training (Tran Khanh Duc,
2012).
The dramatic changes in higher education in Vietnam, especially since the launch of
Innovation (Doi Moi) in 1986, are aimed at realising the major goals of the Education
Development Strategy. Currently, Vietnam’s Education Development Strategy focuses on
raising people’s knowledge, training human resources, and fostering talents for national
development and successful integration into the world (Resolution 29-NQ/TW, 2013).

2.2. The goals of higher education
The goal of Vietnam’s higher education is clearly stated in Article 39 of the Education
Law 2019 (Law 43/2019/QH14):
•

Training high quality human resources, raising people’s knowledge, fostering talents;
promoting scientific and technological research to create knowledge and new
products, serving the needs of socio-economic development, ensuring national
defense and security, and international integration;

•

Training learners to develop comprehensively in virtue, knowledge, physical health,
and sense of beauty; have professional knowledge, skills and responsibilities; have the
ability to grasp scientific and technological advances commensurate with their training
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level, self-study ability, creativity, and adaptability to the working environment; have
an entrepreneurial spirit and a sense of service to the people.

2.3. Structure of higher education
According to Clause 2, Article 1 Decision No. 1981/QD-TTg dated 18 October 2016 of
the Prime Minister on approving the Structural Framework of the National Education System,
the national education system is divided into four levels: Early childhood education, general
education, vocational education, and higher education. Higher education is the highest of the
four levels and is responsible for training bachelor’s, Master’s and Doctoral degrees.
According to Clause 4, Article 1, Decision No. 1982/QD-TTg dated 18 October 2016 of
the Prime Minister on approving the Vietnam National Qualifications Framework, higher
education is responsible for training from level six to level eight in the eight-tier framework
applied to vocational and higher education. Specifically, the qualifications of the National
Qualifications Framework are as follows: Level 1 – Elementary I; Level 2 – Elementary II; Level
3 – Elementary III; Level 4 – Intermediate; Level 5 – College; Level 6 – University; Level 7 –
Master; Level 8 – Doctorate.

2.4. Training levels and forms of training at higher education
According to Article 1 of the Law amending and supplementing a number of articles of
the Law on Higher Education (Law 34/2018/QH14 in 2018):
•

The training levels of higher education include bachelor’s, Master’s and Doctoral
levels;

•

forms of training at higher education level include formal training, inservice training,
and distance education. The conversion between forms of training is carried out
according to the principle of interconnection;

•

higher education institutions are entitled to organise continuing education activities,
provide short-term and refresher training services, and issue corresponding
certificates in their respective disciplines and fields of training within legal regulation
to meet learners’ needs of lifelong learning.

•

The Government stipulates the training level for a number of specialised disciplines.
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3. Legal documents on higher education
3.1. Law on Education and Law on Higher Education
•

•
•

Education Law No. 38/2005/QH11 dated 14 June 2005 of the National Assembly of
Vietnam and Law No. 44/2009/QH12 dated 25 November 2009 amending and
supplementing a number of articles of the Education Law.
Education Law No. 43/2019/QH14 dated 14 June 2019 of the National Assembly of
Vietnam.
Law on Higher Education No. 08/2012/QH13 dated 18 June 2012 of the National
Assembly of Vietnam and Law No. 34/2018/QH14 dated 19 November 2018 amending
and supplementing a number of articles of the Law on Higher Education.

3.2. Decisions, Decrees and Resolutions of the Government
•

Decision No. 1981/QD-TTg dated 18 October 2016 of the Prime Minister approving
the Structural Framework of National Education System.

•

Decision No. 1982/QD-TTg dated 18 October 2016 of the Prime Minister approving
the Vietnamese Qualifications Framework.

•

Decree No. 86/2018/ND-CP dated 6 June 2018 of the Government regulating foreign
cooperation and investment in the educational field.

•

Decree No. 99/2019/ND-CP dated 30 December 2019 of the Government detailing
and guiding the implementation of a number of articles of the Law on amending and
supplementing a number of articles of the Law on Higher Education.

•

Resolution No. 77/NQ-CP dated 24 October 2014 of the Government on Piloting the
innovation of operating mechanism for public higher education institutions in the
period of 2014-2017.

•

Decree No. 16/2015/ND-CP dated 14 February 2015 of the Government stipulating
the autonomy mechanism of public non-business units, replacing Decree No.
43/2006/ND-CP dated 25 April 2006 stipulating the right to autonomy and selfresponsibility for the performance of tasks, organisation of the payroll and financial
apparatus for public non-business units.

3.3. Circulars and Decisions of the Ministry of Education and Training
•

Circular No. 23/2021/TT-BGDDT dated 30 August 2021 of the Ministry of Education
and Training promulgating the regulation on admission and training at master level.
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•

Circular No. 18/2021/TT-BGDDT dated 28 June 2021 of the Ministry of Education and
Training promulgating the regulation on admission and training at Doctoral level.

•

Circular No. 17/2021/TT-BGDDT dated 22 June 2021 of the Ministry of Education and
Training promulgating of training programme standards; formulating, evaluating and
promulgating training programmes at all levels of higher education.

•

Circular No. 08/2021/TT-BGDDT dated 18 March 2021 of the Minister of Education
and Training promulgating the Regulation on training at university level.

•

Circular No. 21/2019/TT-BGDDT dated 29 November 2019 of the Minister of
Education and Training promulgating the regulation on management of junior high
school diploma, high school diploma, diploma in pedagogy major, advanced/associate
diploma in pedagogy major, higher education diplomas and certificates in national
education system.

•

Circular No. 05/2017/TT-BGDDT dated 25 January 2017 of the Minister of Education
and Training promulgating the Regulation on regular university enrolment; college
enrolment in the group of regular teacher training majors.

•

Circular No. 57/2012/TT-BGDDT dated 27 December 2012 of the Minister of Education
and Training amending and supplementing a number of articles of the regulation on
formal university and college training according to the system credits issued together
with Decision No. 43/2007/QD-BGDDT dated 15 August 2007 by the Minister of
Education and Training, effective from 10 February 2013.

4. Higher education governance authorities
Decree No. 69/2017/ND-CP dated 25 May 2017 of the Vietnam Government; Decision
No. 2077/QD-BGDDT dated 19 June 2017 of the Ministry of Education and Training:
The Ministry of Education and Training (MOET) is a government agency performing
the function of State management of early childhood education, general education,
intermediate pedagogical education, college-level pedagogical education, higher education
and other educational institutions regarding: educational goals, programmes, contents;
regulations on examination, enrolment, diplomas and certificates; development of teachers
and education managers; school facilities and equipment; quality control and accreditation of
education quality; State management of non-business public services within the Ministry's
state management scope.
Units under MOET performing higher education tasks:
•

Higher Education Department: Performing the function of State management of
issuing, instructing, examining the implementation of regulations on enrolment,
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higher education levels in all mode of delivery; assuring quality of higher education
programmes and teacher training; planning the network of higher education
institutions and the network of teacher training institutions.
•

Education Quality Management Agency: Performing the function of State
management of education quality assurance and accreditation; organising exams and
evaluating the quality of education; managing diplomas and certificates within the
scope of management of the Ministry of Education and Training.

•

International Cooperation Department: Performing the function of State management
of international cooperation and integration in the field of education and training;
managing Vietnamese citizens studying abroad; supporting and promoting
cooperation between Vietnamese and foreign educational institutions in joint
education and training programmes.

•

Department of Teachers and Education Administrators: Performing the function of
State management of teachers and education administrator development;
formulating, instructing, examining and evaluating the implementation of planning,
public services and development project of teachers and administrators, staffs in
education; formulating, instructing, examining and evaluating the implementation of
public policies for teachers and administrators, staffs in education.

•

The Inspectorate: Implementing the State management of administrative inspection,
corruption prevention; specialised inspection; citizen reception, settlement of
complaints and denunciations. Administratively inspecting national universities and
regional universities; academies, universities, institutes, pedagogical colleges,
pedagogical secondary schools, agencies, organisations, enterprises and individuals
under the management scope of the Ministry.

5. General education and vocational education
5.1. General Education
Education Law 2019; Circular No. 32/2018/TT-BGDDT dated 26 December 2018 of the
Ministry of Education and Training on the promulgation of the General Education Program:
General education includes primary education, lower secondary education, and upper
secondary education. The aim of General education is to comprehensively develop learners in
morality, intelligence, physique, aesthetics, together with basic skills, personal capacity
development, dynamism, creativity, to build the Vietnamese socialist human personality and
civic responsibility, and to prepare learners to continue studying in higher education,
vocational education, or to participate in the workforce to construct and defend the country.
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General education institutions include elementary schools, lower secondary schools,
upper secondary schools, and multi-level schools.
1. Primary education

Primary education (or Level 1) lasts for five years, from Grade 1 to Grade 5. The
average age of students entering Grade 1 is six years old. This level of education is compulsory
for all citizens.
Students study the following subjects: Vietnamese; Maths; Ethics; Foreign language 1;
Nature and Society; History and Geography; Science; Informatics; Physical education; Arts
(Music, Fine Arts); Experience activities. Their optional subjects are Ethnic minority language
and the Foreign language 1.
Students will be recognised to have completed the primary program after finishing the
Grade 5 program.
2. Lower secondary education

Lower secondary education (secondary/junior high school or Level 2) lasts for four
years, from Grade 6 to Grade 9. Students entering Grade 6 must complete their primary
education. The average age of students entering Grade 6 is 11 years old. Lower secondary
education includes the junior high school and the junior high school system in the continuing
education centres. This level of education is compulsory for all citizens. The aim of lower
secondary education is to consolidate and develop the outcomes of primary education and
ensure that students have the basic general education and the minimum necessary technical
and vocational knowledge to continue studying at high school programme or a vocational
education programme.
Students study the following subjects: Literature; Maths; Foreign language 1; Civic
education; History and Geography; Natural Sciences; Technology; Information technology;
Physical education; Arts (Music, Fine Arts); Experience activities; Career guidance; Local
educational content. Optional subjects are Ethnic minority languages and Foreign language 2.
After completing the 9 Grade programme, students will be recognised for graduation
from the lower secondary education.
3. Upper secondary education

Upper secondary education (high school or Level 3) lasts for three years, from Grade
10 to Grade 12, including the upper secondary system at high schools and the high school
system in the continuing education centers. Students entering Grade 10 must have a junior
high school diploma. The average age of students entering Grade 10 is 15 years old. The aim
of the upper secondary education is to equip citizens with knowledge, ensure that students
can consolidate and develop the results of the lower secondary education, complete their
9

general education and have a general understanding of techniques and career guidance, and
have conditions to promote personal capacity to choose their development direction, either
to continue to study higher education programmes, vocational education, or to participate in
the work force for the construction and defense of the country.
Students at Level 3 study Literature, Maths, Foreign language 1, Physical education,
National defense and security education, Experience activities, Career guidance, and Local
educational content.
The elective subjects include 3 groups of subjects:
•

Social science subjects: History, Geography, Economic and Legal education.

•

Natural science subjects: Physics, Chemistry, and Biology.

•

Technology and Arts subjects: Technology, Informatics, and Arts (Music, Fine Arts).

Students have to choose 5 subjects from the 3 groups of subjects above, at least one
subject from each group has to be chosen.
Elective subjects are Ethnic minority languages and Foreign languages 2.
Upper secondary students’ evaluation regulations
Before 2022, the evaluation system was based on 10-point scale (Circular No.
26/2020/TT-BGDDT dated 26 August 2020 of the Ministry of Education and Training on the
amendments of the Regulations on amending and supplementing several articles of the
Regulation on assessment and classification of students in lower secondary schools and upper
secondary schools issued together with Circular No. 58/2011/TT-BGDDT dated on 12
December 2011 of the Ministry of Education and Training):
The average score of the academic year is the average score of first semester and the
average score of second semester (weighted by 2). Classification of students is evaluated in
10-point scale, specifically:
Table 1. 10-point evaluation scale

10-point scale

Classification

>8

Very Good

6.5 – 7.9

Good

5 – 6.4

Average

3.5 – 4.9

Poor

<3.5

Very poor
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Since 2022, the evaluation of upper secondary students is regulated in Circular No.
22/2021/TT-BGDDT dated 20 July 2021 of the Ministry of Education and Training
promulgating the assessment of lower and upper secondary students:
•

Progress of application is specified: Grade 10 will be applied since academic year
2022-2023; Grade 11 will be applied since the academic year 2023-2024; Grade 12 will
be applied since the academic year 2024-2025.

•

Instead of classifying students in 5 levels (Very Good, Good, Ordinary, Marginal, Weak)
as in Circular No. 58/2011/TT-BGDDT, according to Circular No. 22/2021/TT-BGDDT,
students' learning outcomes will be assessed according to 4 levels of "Very Good,
Good, Passed, Not Passed" for the subject assessed by teacher’s comment combined
with scores, and to 2 levels of "Passed, Not Passed" for the subject only assessed by
teacher’s comment.

•

When all subjects assessed by teacher’s comment are rated “Passed” and all subjects
assessed by teacher’s comment combined with score have the average score of each
semester and the year-end average score of 6.5 or higher, if among those subjects at
least 6 have a score of 8.0 or higher, the student will be considered as "Very Good".

•

When all subjects assessed by teacher’s comment are rated “Passed” and all subjects
assessed by teacher’s comment combined with score have the average score of each
semester and the year-end average score of 5.0 or higher, if among those subjects at
least 6 have a score of 6.5 or higher, the student will be considered as "Good".

•

When at most 1 subject assessed by teacher’s comment is rated “Not Passed” and at
least 6 subjects assessed by teacher’s comment combined with score have the
average score of each semester and the year-end average score of 5.0 or higher, if
none of those subjects has a score below 3.5, the student will be considered as
"Passed".

•

For all the other cases, students will be considered as "Not Passed".

High School Graduation Examination
According to Law No. 43/2019/QH14 dated 16 June 2019 of the Government;
Consolidated document No. 02/VBHN-BGDĐT dated 04 May 2021 of the Ministry of
Education and Training on the Regulations on High School Graduation Examination, the High
School Graduation Examination results are used to consider and recognise high school
graduates, and the higher education and vocational education institutions can use the results
of the High School Graduation Examination to accept students into their institutions.
•

Students from the upper secondary system at the high schools have to take three
compulsory papers (Mathematics, Literature, and Foreign lanaguage) and one
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•

selective integrated paper from either Natural Sciences (Physics, Chemistry, Biology)
or Social Sciences (History, Geography, Civic education).
Students from the high school system in the continuing education centres have to
take two compulsory papers and one selective integrated paper. Candidates can
register to take the Foreign langague exam for the university admission requirements.

Figure 1. Scores for recognition of high school graduation formula

Students must get at least 5/10 points for consideration of high school graduation to
receive the High school Graduation Diploma/Upper Secondary Education Graduation Diploma
(Bằng tốt nghiệp Trung học phổ thông), including the total score of four exam papers, the GPA
of 12th-grade results, the bonus score (if any), and the priority consideration score (if any)
according to the following formula:
•
•
•
•
•

Note:
DXTN: Scores for recognition of high school graduation
Tong diem 4 bai thi: The total score of 4 exam papers
Tong diem khuyen khich (neu co): The total bonus score (if any)
Diem trung binh ca nam lop 12: The GPA of 12th-grade results
Diem uu tien (neu co): The priority consideration score (if any)

Those who have completed the high school programme and meet the requirements
set up by Ministry of Education and Training are allowed to take part in the High School
Graduation Examination. Upon success, the students shall be granted High school Graduation
Diploma/Upper Secondary Education Graduation Diploma (Bằng tốt nghiệp trung học phổ
thông) by the head of the provicial Department of Education and Training.
Those who have completed the high school programme, and neither taken the exam,
nor failed to meet the requirements for recognition of the High School Graduation
Examination shall be granted a Certificate of completion of the general education programme
(Giấy chứng nhận hoàn thành chương trình giáo dục phổ thông) by the Rector of the
educational institution.
Certificate of completion of the general education programme (Giấy chứng nhận hoàn
thành chương trình giáo dục phổ thông) is used to apply for the High School Graduation
Examination when necessary. Holders of the Certificate of Completion of the General
12

Education Program are not eligible for direct admission to the university level education. The
issuance of the Certificate of completion of the general education programme was applied
from the 1st of July 2020.
Ministry of Education and Training issues the high school graduation exam regulations
annually. Ministry of Education and Training directs and arranges the implementation of the
plan to organise exams nationwide, compiles exam questions, delivers and receives, prints
and copies test questions, leads and inspects the performance of tasks of provincial and city
steering committees, and announce test scores. The exam board of the province/city is
responsible for comprehensively directing all activities of preparing and organising the exam
under the current regulations on the High School Graduation Examination.

5.2. Overview of Vocational and Technical Education
Consolidated document No. 18/VBHN/VPQH dated 5 July 2019 of the National
Assembly of Vietnam on promulgating Law on Vocational Education:
Vocational education is a level of education of the national education system. It aims
to train students at the elementary, intermediate, college-level of the vocational sector, and
other vocational training programmes meeting the direct human resource needs in
production, sales, and services.
•

Training forms include full-time, part-time, and continuing training (distance learning
or guided self-learning at intermediate and college levels);

•

vocational education institutions include Vocational education centers, Vocational
education training schools, and Colleges. Vocational colleges are not part of the higher
education system.

State management agencies in vocational education:
Decree No. 143/2016/ND-CP dated 14 October 2016 of the Government;
Consolidation document No. 07/VBHN-BGDDT dated 01 November 2018 of Ministry of
Education and Training; Consolidated document No. 18/VBHN/VPQH dated5 July 2019 of the
National Assembly of Vietnam on promulgating Law on Vocational Education:
•

•

The chairman of provincial-level People's Committees shall decide to establish
vocational education centres and public vocational education training schools in
provinces and central cities; permit the establishment of vocational education centres
and private vocational education training schools, with foreign investment capital in
the locality;
Ministers, heads of ministerial-level agencies and heads of central agencies of sociopolitical organisations shall decide to establish vocational education centres and public
vocational education training schools under their respective agencies or organisations;
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•

The Minister of Labor, War Invalids, and Social Affairs shall decide to establish public
colleges, permit the establishment of private colleges and foreign investment colleges,
excluding pedagogical colleges;

•

The Minister of Education and Training shall decide to establish public pedagogical
colleges or permit the establishment of private pedagogical colleges. The chairman of
provincial-level People's Committees shall decide to establish public pedagogical
training schools or permit the establishment of private pedagogical training schools in
the locality.

Admission
According to Circular No. 42/2015/TT- BLDTBXH dated 20 October 2015 and Circular
No. 05/2021/TT-BLDTBXH dated 07 July 2021 of Ministry of Labor, Invalids and Social Affairs:
•

Elementary level (Levels 1, 2, 3 in the Vietnam National Qualifications Framework):
people from 15 years old, with enough education and health condition for the
profession they need to learn.

•

Intermediate level (Level 4 in the Vietnam National Qualifications Framework): people
who have graduated from junior high school or equivalent have enough health
condition for the profession they need to learn.

•

College level (Level 5 in the Vietnam National Qualifications Framework): people who
have graduated from high school, have enough health condition for the profession
they need to learn. Persons having a post-secondary diploma (Bằng tốt nghiệp Trung
cấp) and Certificate of Completion of General Education Program (Giấy chứng nhận
hoàn thành chương trình giáo dục phổ thông) or Certificate of Adequate Upper
Secondary Cultural Knowledge or having learned adequate upper secondary education
knowledge and passed an examination for such knowledge according to regulations.

Evaluation and Grading scale
Subject scores are calculated on the 10-point scale. The cumulative average score is
based on the 10-point scale for year-based training, or 4-point scale for credit-based training.
Education pathway
•

Graduates from vocational education training schools or colleges may continue their
studies to university in the appropriate professional direction according to the
requirements of the training programme.

•

Required diplomas for candidates applying for a university degree: a (vocational)
diploma -(of the intermediate level - Bằng Trung cấp, Level 4 according to the Vietnam
National Qualifications Framework - VQF) or an advanced/college diploma (Bằng Cao
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đẳng, Level 5 of VQF) issued by a domestic institution or a foreign training institution.
The holder of an intermediate degree must ensure that they study enough and meet
the high school knowledge requirements required by the Ministry of Education and
Training.

5.2.1. The Intermediate level
Circular No. 09/2017/TT-BLDTBXH dated 13 March 2017 and Circular No. 03/2017/TTBLDTBXH dated 01 March 2017 of the Minister of Labor, War Invalids and Social Affairs;
Decision No. 18/2017/QD-TTg dated 31 May 2017 of the Government:
The curriculum: The program workload is 35 credits for high school graduates, 50
credits for junior school graduates in minimum. For the year-based training, the graduation
exam consists of 3 subjects: Politics, Theory of career synthesis, Professional practice or thesis
work. For the credit-based training, students need to achieve the minimum number of credits
required to complete the program.
Study duration:

For the year-based programmes (for graduates from secondary school): from 1 to 2
years, depending on the programme.
For the credit-based programmes: duration depends on the time required to
accumulate the credits or modules.
Degrees: Students who complete the study programme are considered for graduation
and awarded a vocational diploma (Bằng Trung cấp), Level 4 according to the Vietnam
National Qualifications Framework. Vocational education training schools issue degrees
themselves. Graduates can continue their studies at university in the appropriate professional
direction or in other specialisations if they meet the requirements of the university
programme they want to take.

5.2.2. The College level
The curriculum: The programme workload is 60 credits minimum.

Year-based training system: students who complete the subjects are eligible to
participate in the graduation exam or defend the graduation thesis. Upon completing all the
programme requirements, students are considered for graduation and awarded degree by
the rector of the college. Module-based or credit-based training system: students who
accumulated all the modules/credits as prescribed are considered for graduation and
awarded degree by the rector of the colleges.
Study duration:
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For the year-based programmes: from 2 to 3 years, depending on the programme for
the high school graduates; from 1 to 2 years, depending on the programme for the vocational
education training school graduates, high school graduates or those who have studied and
passed the exams for the academic requirements for the high school level.
For the credit-based programmes: the time required to accumulate the
credits/modules as prescribed for high school graduates or those who have studied and
passed the exams of the academic requirements for the high school level.
Degrees: students who complete the study programme are awarded an Advanced
diploma (Bằng Cao đẳng, which is equivalent to level 5 in Vietnam National Qualifications
Framework). The diploma is recognised the title of “Cử nhân thực hành” or “Kỹ sư thực hành”.
Colleges themselves issue degrees. The graduates can continue their studies at university in
the appropriate professional direction or in other majors if they meet the requirements of the
university programme they want to take.

6. Access to university education
6.1. Access qualifications
According to Circular No. 09/2020/TT-BGDDT dated 07 May 2020 of the Ministry of
Education and Training, holders of the following qualifications are eligible to be admitted into
university training programmes:
•

High school diploma (Bằng tốt nghiệp Trung học phổ thông);

•

Intermediate diploma (Bằng Trung cấp), in which people who graduate from
intermediate level but do not have a high school diploma must study and pass the
exam with a sufficient amount of high school cultural knowledge as prescribed in the
Education Law and other implementation documents;

•

Advanced diploma/Associate diploma (Bằng Cao đẳng).

6.2. Admission requirements and methods
Methods of admission
Methods of admission are based either on entrance examination or academic records,
or on a combination of both entrance examination and academic records.
Intake quality assurance threshold
Based on the selection methods, institutions determine and announce the quality
assurance threshold for their admission scheme. The Ministry of Education and Training sets
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the threshold to ensure the intake quality for the health professions with practising
certificates, teacher training majors, as well as early childhood education at college level.
High school graduation exam
The purpose of the high school graduation exam is to use the exam results to
recognise the high school graduation. In addition, some higher education institutions use the
results of high school graduation exams for their admission.
Full-time undergraduate admission
The high school graduation exam result is used for admission to university.
If the high school graduation exam result does not count toward, the institution shall
select other methods of admission, such as selecting and deciding the methods of selection
on the base of entrance exam, academic records, or a combination of both entrance
examination and academic records.
Admission to in-service training, distance learning and inter-connection forms
It is carried out by the following methods: entrance exam, academic records, or a
combination of both entrance examination and academic records. The choice of admission
method is made by the institution.
Admission to joint training programs
The higher education institutions organise admission for joint training programmes
according to the cooperation agreements signed between the two partners and according to
the joint training scheme approved by the Rector on the legal basis of the autonomy of the
institutions. Other institutions follow the scheme approved by the Ministry of Education and
Training.

7. Higher education institutions
As of 2020, Vietnam has 2 national universities (Vietnam National University, Hanoi
and Vietnam National University, Ho Chi Minh City); 3 regional universities (Thai Nguyen
University, Hue University, and The University of Danang); 242 universities and academies, 37
research institutes authorised to provide Doctoral programmes, 27 pedagogical colleges.
Higher education institutions in Vietnam provide programmes at various levels such as
Diploma, Advanced Diploma, Bachelor, Master, Doctor. Those programmes cover a lot of
fields such as science and technology; social sciences; agriculture; economics, pedagogy;
linguistics; arts; medicine, and so on.
According to Article 7 of the Law amending and supplementing a number of articles of
the Law on Higher Education (Law 34/2018/QH14 promulgated in 2018):
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•

Higher education institutions are legal entities, including Universities, colleges and
other types of higher education institutions defined by law; National universities and
regional universities are universities responsible for achievement of strategic national
and regional development objectives.

•

There are the following types of higher education institutions: Public higher education
institutions invested, maintained and represented by the State as the owner; Private
higher education institutions invested and maintained by domestic or foreign
investors with sufficient operating conditions.

•

A non-profit higher education institution is one in which the investor commits to
operating not for profit, as recorded in the decision to permit its establishment or
conversion; the investor will not withdraw capital or receive dividends; the annual
accumulated profit shall be considered non-distributable property and will be used as
reinvestment in such institution.

•

Based on the capacity and requirements for socio-economic development, the higher
education institution shall determine the development goals and operational
orientations as: Research-oriented higher education institutions and Applicationoriented higher education institutions.

7.1. National university and Regional university
7.1.1. National university
According to Decree No. 186/2013/ND-CP dated 17 March 2013 of the Vietnam
Government on the National universities:
• The National Universities shall each be organisationally composed of member units:
Universities, Scientific and technological research institutes. The National Universities
shall be organised via two stages for higher education. The National Universities are
multi-field centres for high-quality tertiary and post-graduate training, as well as
scientific and technological research and application. The National Universities shall
receive priority investment from the State.
• The National Universities are subject to State management by the Ministry of
Education and Training, other ministries and branches, and the People’s Committees
of the localities where they are located, within the scope of their respective functions
as prescribed by the Government and in accordance with law provisions.
• The National Universities are autonomous in their activities concerning training,
scientific and technological research, finance, international relations and
organisational structure in line with the regulation on organisation and operation of
the National University, promulgated by the Prime Minister.
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• The National Universties are allowed to establish pilot programmes for new training
disciplines and majors, in addition to the list of prescribed training disciplines and
majors in order to meet the social needs. They shall perform on the basis of fully
meeting the prescribed conditions and report to the Ministry of Education and
Training for monitoring and assessing purposes.
• The National Universities are allowed to approve the joint training programmes with
foreign universities at Bachelor, Master and Dotoral levels organised at the National
Universitites in accordance with the law.

7.1.2. Regional University
According to the Circular No. 10/2020/TT-BGDDT dated 14 May 2020 of the Ministry
of Education and Training promulgating administrative and operational regulation of regional
parent universities and constituent higher education institutions thereof:
•

Regional Universities are public higher education institutions with legal entities,
directly under the Ministry of Education and Training; subject to the People’s
Committees of the localities where they are located.

•

Regional universities have the function of training, doing scientific and technological
research in multi-disciplinary and multi-field, serving the community.

•

Member units of Regional Universities include Universities and Scientific and
technological research institutes that have legal person status established by the
Prime Minister in accordance with law. The member units are autonomous in
organisation and operation under the provisions of law and regulations in Circular No.
10/2020/TT-BGDDT dated 14 May 2020 of the Ministry of Education and Training.

•

Research institutes of Regional Universities are established by the Prime Minister.
They shall operate following the Science and Technology Law, relevant laws and
regulations in Circular No. 10/2020/TT-BGDDT dated 14 May 2020 of the Ministry of
Education and Training.

•

On the basis of fulfilling the conditions prescribed by the Ministry of Education and
Training and consistent with the strategy, development plan and annual plan of the
Regional Universities, the Regional Universities shall provide training new academic
disciplines and establish international cooperation at Bachelor, Master, and Doctoral
levels for member units that have not met the conditions to autonomously make
decisions to open majors according to the provisions of Point e, Clause 1, Article 13 of
Decree No. 99/2019/ND-CP. On the other hand, member units or attached units of
Regional Universities exercise the autonomy to provide training for new academic
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disciplines and establish international cooperation at Bachelor, Master, and Doctoral
levels as prescribed at Point e. Clause 1, Article 13 of Decree No. 99/2019/ND-CP.
•

The Regional Universities shall organise the formulation of, evaluate and promulgate
the educational programmes of their attached units and affiliated units at the Higher
Education level. Member units of the Regional Universities shall organise the
formulation of, evaluate and promulgate the educational programmes at the Higher
Education level in accordance with the prescribed regulations.

•

Regional Universities shall exercise autonomy and accountability in admission
methods; simultaneously, they play the role of a focal point for enrolment methods
for all of the member units. Annually, based on the social needs and resources in the
entire region, the Regional Universities are in charge of directing, guiding and
synthesising the enrolment targets of their member units, attached units and
affiliated units. After that, they shall report the data to the Ministry of Education and
Training in accordance with the law.

7.2. Universities and Academies
According to the Law No. 34/2018/QH14 dated 19 November 2018 of the National
Assembly of Vietnam on amendments to the law on higher education; Law No.
08/2012/QH13 dated 18 June 2012 of the National Assembly of Vietnam on Higher Education;
and Decision No. 70/2014/QD-TTg dated 10 December 2014 of the Prime Minister
promulgating the university charter: Universities or Academies are eligible to provide
bachelor, master and doctorate programmes; conduct research in various areas, formulate
organisation structure, duties and authority in accordance with Higher Education Law.

7.3. Research institutes authorised to provide Doctoral programmes
According to Law No. 08/2012/QH13 dated 18 June 2012 of the National Assembly of
Vietnam, the duties and authority of scientific research institutes authorised to provide
Doctoral programs are listed as follows:
•

Fulfilling the duties and exercising the authority as prescribed by law provisions on
doctorate training;

•

Specialised units are faculties or departments to organise and manage doctorate
training.
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7.4. Pedagogical colleges
Currently, Vietnam has not published regulations for pedagogical colleges yet.
However, the Ministry of Education and Training are drafting and preparing for the
publication of the regulations for pedagogical colleges. Pedagogical colleges are operating
under Law No. 74/2014/QH13 dated 27 November 2014 of the National Assembly of Vietnam
on Vocational education and Circular No. 01/2015/TT-BGDDT dated 15 January 2015 of the
Ministry of Education and Training Promulgating the college charter:
•

Colleges provide vocational training programmes at College, Intermediate and
Elementary levels.

•

Rules of college organisation and operation shall be introduced by the Rector of the
college under the Decision of the College Council (with respect to public colleges) or of
the Management Board (with respect to private colleges) on the basis of elaborating
regulations prescribed in Circular No. 01/2015/TT-BGDDT dated 15 January 2015 and
shall be publicly announced on the college’s electronic information website or through
other mass media.

7.5. General data on Higher education in Vietnam from 2018 to 2020
Table 2. Higher education in Vietnam from 2018 to 20201
Academic year 2018-2019

Total
1.

Number
universities

of

2.

Number
freshmen

of

Public

Academic year 2019-2020

Private

Total

Public

Private

237

172

65

237

172

65

413,277

324,707

88,570

447,483

350,186

97,297

- Full-time

360,140

275,961

84,179

398,152

302,656

95,496

- Part-time

39,381

35,986

3,395

36,156

34,544

1,612

- Distance learning

13,756

12,760

996

13,175

12,986

189

43,656

37,519

6,137

36,925

32,019

4,906

3.

Number
admitted
graduate

of

1

The list does not include higher education institutions supervised by Ministry of National Defence and Ministry of
Public Security. Source: https://moet.gov.vn/thong-ke/Pages/thong-ko-giao-duc-dai-hoc.aspx?ItemID=7389
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Academic year 2018-2019

Total

Academic year 2019-2020

Public

Private

Total

Public

Private

students

Master

42,160

36,237

5,923

36,022

31,133

4,889

Doctor

1,496

1,282

214

903

886

17

1,526,111

1,261,529

264,582

1,672,881

1,359,402

313,479

- Female

780,289

641,744

138,545

912,660

743,272

169,388

- Ethnic monorities

89,078

78,141

10,937

103,181

89,650

13,531

- Full-time

1,346,545

1,090,547

255,998

1,514,862

1,210,300

304,562

- Part-time

144,211

136,315

7,896

118,419

110,493

7,926

- Distance learning

35,355

34,667

688

39,600

38,609

991

108,134

95,464

12,670

105,974

93,527

12,447

- Master

97,134

84,706

12,428

94,920

82,723

12,197

- Doctor

11,000

10,758

242

11,054

10,804

250

311,599

266,970

44,629

263,172

218,251

44,921

- Full-time

267,521

223,927

43,594

227,600

185,218

42,382

- Part-time

36,638

35,618

1,020

27,470

25,241

2,229

- Distance learning

7,440

7,425

15

8,102

7,792

310

83,587

64,772

18,815

85,091

65,948

19,143

727

543

184

848

630

218

Staffs

9,548

7,244

2,304

11,111

8,328

2,783

Lecturers

73,312

56,985

16,327

73,132

56,990

16,142

Total: - Female

36,808

29,107

7,701

36,421

28,786

7,635

1,040

883

157

1,202

966
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4.

Number
of
undergraduate
students

Categorised
by
mode of delivery

5.

Number
graduate
students

of

6. Number of
universities
graduated
students

7.

Number
staffs
lecturers

of
and

Administrative staffs

- Ethnic minorities
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Academic year 2018-2019

Total

Academic year 2019-2020

Public

Private

Total

Public

Private

- Professors

519

379

140

542

436

106

- Associate
Professors

4,139

3,525

614

4323

3,795

528

Doctoral

21,106

17,336

3,770

21977

18,317

3660

Master

44,705

35,123

9,582

44119

34,054

10065

Bachelor

7,489

4,516

2,973

6543

4,433

2110

12

10

2

493

413

80

Categorised
degree level

Others

by

In the past few years, higher education in Vietnam has achieved many innovations and
improvements. Approaching higher education opportunity has doubled: in 2000 there was
approximately 54% of female students. Teachers’ qualifications are improving as the
percentage of lecturers holding Master’s and Doctoral degrees has increased from 47% in
2007 to 90% in 2020. The number of internationally recognised joint programmes has also
increased significantly. The number of published research papers has nearly tripled in the past
ten years. Vietnamese universities have now appeared in world university rankings. with
Vietnam National University, Hanoi being in the top 1,000 of the Times Higher Education
(THE) in 2021, Vietnam National University, Ho Chi Minh City and Vietnam National University,
Hanoi being in the top 1,000 of the World University Rankings Quacquarelli Symonds (QS)
2021. In 2020, Ton Duc Thang University was listed in the top 1,000 of the Shanghai World
Ranking. Hanoi University of Science and Technology is ranked as one of the top universities
in Vietnam in the Webometrics University Rankings.2

8. Higher education training programmes
The following information related to the training programme is summarised and
quoted from the Circular No. 17/2021/TT-BGDDT dated 22 June 2021 of the Ministry of
Education and Training regulating standards and formulation, appraisal, and promulgation of
training programmes of higher education.

2

World Bank. 2020. Improving the Performance of Higher Education in Vietnam: Strategic Priorities and Policy Options
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Accordingly, a training programme refers to a system of designed and organised
educational and training activities that count towards training objectives and a higher
education degree. A training programme includes objectives, knowledge volume, structure,
content, methods for assessment appropriate to the subjects, academic discipline and
qualification, and expected learning outcomes in compliance with the Vietnamese
Qualifications Framework.
Specialised training programmes at level 7 or level 8 are the ones of some special
academic disciplines according to the Government’s regulations that require learners to
achieve qualifications equivalent to the corresponding level 7 or level 8 of the Vietnamese
Qualifications Framework. Specialised disciplines include medical, dental, traditional
medicine, pharmacy, veterinary, engineer, architect disciplines.
Objectives of training programmes
The objectives of a training programme must state the expectations of the training
institution for the capacity and career prospects of learners after they complete the training
programme; specify whether the training programme is research-oriented, applicationoriented or job-oriented; how it meets requirements of employers and relevant parties; be
appropriate and connected to the mission, vision and development strategy of the training
institution and society’s need; suitable for the objectives of higher education mentioned in
the Law on Higher education and description of the education level according to the
Vietnamese Qualifications Framework.
The details of the training programmes at each level are described below.

8.1. University level
According to Circular No. 17/2021/TT-BGDDT dated 22 June 2021; Circular No.
09/2020/TT-BGDDT dated 07 May 2020, Circular No. 08/2021/TT-BGDDT dated 18 March
2021, Decision No. 1982/QD-TTg dated 18 October 2016, Consolidation document No.
42/VBHN-VPQH dated 10 December 2018 of Law on Higher Education.
Admission requirements
Candidates who have graduated from a Vietnamese high school programme (in the
form of formal education or continuing education) or have graduated from an intermediate
level (those students who have graduated from an intermediate level but have not yet
obtained a high school diploma must study and pass the exam with sufficient high school
knowledge as prescribed by the Education Law and its guiding documents) or have graduated
from a foreign high school programme (allowed by the host country, and with an equivalent
level to the Vietnamese high school level) abroad or in Vietnam (hereinafter referred to as
high school graduation).
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Holders of intermediate-level diplomas in teacher training majors and high school
diplomas; holders of a diploma of intermediate level in the teacher training major but do not
have a high school diploma must study and pass the exam with a sufficient level of high
school knowledge as prescribed by the Law on Education and its guiding documents; holders
of college degree or higher in the group of teacher training majors.
Training modes
Modes of training: formal training, in-service training, distance training.
The conversion between forms of training is carried out according to the principle of
interconnection.
Training duration
The time for organising teaching activities for each form of training complies with the
regulation on undergraduate education of the Ministry of Education and Training.
The standard study plan of the whole course for the formal training form must be
consistent with the time specified in the Structural Framework of the National Education
System (equivalent to 3 to 5 years of intensive study depending on the requirements of the
discipline), and at the same time ensure that the majority of students complete the training
programme.
The standard study plan of the whole course for the form of in-service training is at
least 20% longer than that of the formal training form of the same training programme.
The maximum time for students to complete the course is specified in the regulations
of the training institution, but it must not exceed 2 times the standard study plan of the whole
course for each form of training. For transfer students who have been exempted from the
cumulative amount of credits, the maximum time for students to complete the course is
determined by deducting the corresponding exempted amount from the standard study plan
of the whole course.
Academic load
The learning volume of the training programme, of each component or of each
module in the training programme is determined by the number of credits.
•

One credit is equal to 50 hours of learning, including time spent attending lectures,
guided lessons, self-study, research, experience, and taking tests and assessments.

•

For in-class teaching activities, one credit requires at least 15 hours of teaching or 30
hours of practice, experiment, discussion in which one hour in class is equal to 50
minutes.
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•

The learning volume of a university training programme is from 120 to 180 credits,
plus the volume of physical education, national defense-security education according
to current regulations.

The minimum learning volume for dual-disciplinary training programmes must add 30
credits; for major-minor training programmes must add 15 more credits compared to the
corresponding single-disciplinary training programme.
The lecturers and assistant staff
The minimum qualification for the title of lecturer at the university level is a Master’s
degree, except for the teaching assistant position. Teaching assistants have university degrees
and are responsible for supporting lecturers in teaching activities.
The permanent teaching staff ensures the quantity, quality, qualifications and
structure to organise university-level training in the registered major. Among the staff, there
should be at least 01 (one) doctor of the same discipline who is responsible for the
implementation of the training programme and is committed to training quality assurance to
the training institution and the society; specifically:
•

Full-time permanent lecturers teach at least 70% of the training programme.

•

The remaining amount is taught by (domestic and foreign) visiting lecturers who have
signed visiting contracts with training institutions. Both permanent and visiting
lecturers must have expertise appropriate to the content of the subjects assigned for
them to teach. For non-public training institutions, at least 40% of full-time teaching
staff of the registered major are within working age.

Recognition of learning outcomes and credit conversion
Learning outcomes of learners accumulated from another level of training, another
training discipline or another training programme, another course, or from another training
institution is considered by the training institution for converting to credits of the courses in
the training programme taken by the student.
The professional council of the training institution considers the recognition and credit
conversion on the basis of matching the outcome standards, the content and learning
volume, the method of unit assessment and the actual quality assurance conditions by the
following levels:
•

Recognition and conversion for each module.

•

Recognition and conversion according to each group of subjects.

•

Recognition and conversion according to the whole training programme.
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The training institution publicly stipulates the recognition of learning results and the
transfer of credits. For the maximum volume of recognition, transfer does not exceed 50% of
the minimum learning volume of the training programme; as for the teacher training group,
the recognition of results and transfer of credits follows the guidance of the Ministry of
Education and Training.
Outcome requirements
•

Must have practical knowledge and theoretical knowledge.

•

must have cognitive skills, professional practice skills and communication and
behavioral skills.

•

Degree of autonomy and personal responsibility in applying knowledge and skills to
perform professional tasks.

The specific outcome requirements depend on certain training programmes of
educational institutions.
Graduation recognition and awarding of university diplomas
Students are considered and recognised for graduation when they fully meet the
following conditions:
•

Accumulate enough course units, number of credits and complete other compulsory
contents as required by the training programme, meet the outcome standards of the
training programme.

•

The cumulative GPA of the whole course is average or higher (5.0 or higher for 10point scale; 2.0 or higher for 4-point scale; C or higher for letter scale).

•

At the time of graduation, not being prosecuted for criminal responsibility or not being
disciplined at the level of study suspension.

Eligible students for graduation are decided by the rector of the training institution to
recognise their graduation and grant a diploma within 3 months from the time the student
fully meets the graduation conditions and completes the graduation obligations with the
training institutions.
Graduation classification is determined based on the cumulative GPA of the whole
course prescribed by the Ministry of Education and Training, in which, the graduation grade of
students with cumulative GPA of high distinction and distinction will be decreased by one
level if it is in one of the following cases:
•

The volume of courses that were retaken exceeds 5% of the total number of credits
prescribed for the whole programme.

•

Students have been disciplined from warning level or higher during the study period.
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Students who have spent the maximum study time as prescribed but are not eligible
to graduate because they have not completed the courses of National Defense-Security
Education or Physical Education or have not met the outcome standards in foreign languages,
information technology, can complete the missing conditions and apply for graduation
recognition within 03 years from the date they stopped their study.
Non-graduate students are granted certificates of the modules accumulated in the
training programme of the training institution.
Regulations of the training institution stipulate:
•

The process and procedures for considering and recognising graduation, time and
number of graduation consideration in a year.

•

The reservation and recognition of accumulated learning results for non-graduate
students.

•

The permission for students who have completed their regular study period to switch
to the corresponding form of in-service training or distance learning (if any) of the
training institution if they are still in the study period as prescribed for the form of
training that they are transfering to.

Degrees
Bachelor’s degree/University diploma (Bằng Cử nhân/Bằng tốt nghiệp đại học)
awarded to graduates of a university-level training programme is in accordance with the law
and meet the requirements of the level 6 outcome standards of the Vietnam National
Qualifications Framework, as well as specific, legal regulations of the training institution.
Holders of a Bachelor’s degree/University Diploma can continue their studies to a Master’s
level in the Vietnamese education system.

8.2. Specialised training programmes
Before the effective date of Decree No. 99/2019/ND-CP dated 30 December 2019 of
the Government of Vietnam:

Based on the Law on Higher Education 2012 (Articles 6 and 38), specialised training
programmes degrees were granted by Ministries and ministerial-level agencies to learners
who have completed specialised training programmes at bachelor level. The degrees were
prescribed as Bachelor’s degrees, equivalent to level 6 of the Vietnamese Qualifications
Framework.
Since the effective date of Decree No. 99/2019/ND-CP dated 30 December 2019 of
the Government of Vietnam
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According to Decree No. 99/2019/ND-CP of the Government of Vietnam and Circular
17/2021/TT-BGDDT of the Ministry of Education and Training, based on admission
requirements, minimum academic load, lecturer standards, expected learning outcomes and
other standards of higher education programmes stipulated by the Ministry of Education and
Training, students completing a training programme in a special academic discipline shall be
assigned an appropriate qualification level of the Vietnamese Qualifications Framework. This
regulation is applied to students who graduate after the effective date of the decree (since 15
February 2020).
Learners who have met the outcome standards of a programme and completed 150
credits will be awarded a specialised degree equivalent to level 7. Level 7 and credit numbers
are prescribed in the degree supplement.
Degrees and certificates
Degrees of some special academic disciplines include medical degrees (Bằng Bác sĩ),
dental degrees (Bằng Bác sĩ răng hàm mặt), traditional medicine degrees (Bằng Bác sĩ y học
cổ truyền), pharmacy degrees (Bằng Dược sĩ), veterinary degrees (Bằng Bác sĩ thú y), engineer
degrees (Bằng Kỹ sư), architect degrees (Bằng Kiến trúc sư) and some other degrees
stipulated by the Government, which are granted to learners who have completed the
specialised training programmes.
Certificates of some special academic disciplines of the National Education system
shall be awarded to learners who have completed training or refresher programmes
prescribed by Ministries and ministerial-level agencies or to candidates who have passed
certification examinations in compliance with regulations on award of certificates of the
national educational system.
Level-7 specialised training programmes
They are training programmes of special academic disciplines according to the
Government’s regulations that require learners to achieve qualification equivalent to level 7
of the Vietnamese Qualifications Framework.
Admission requirements
Learners must graduate from upper secondary education or equivalent.
Academic load
150 credits, and physical education and national defense-security education load per
existing regulations; or 30 credits for persons holding a Bachelor’s degree in the same
academic discipline group. A minimum of 8 credits is required for practical training in this
level.
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Degrees
Level-7 specialised training programme degrees are granted for learners who have
completed Level-7 specialised training programmes in accordance with the Government’s
regulations. The Level-7 specialised degree holders can pursue a Doctoral degree in the
Vietnamese education system.
Level-8 specialised training programmes
They are training programmes of special academic disciplines according to the
Government’s regulations that require learners to achieve qualification equivalent to level 8
of the Vietnamese Qualifications Framework.
Admission requirements
Learners must hold qualifications that are equivalent to Level 7 of the Vietnamese
Qualifications Framework.
Academic load
Level-8 specialised training programmes: minimum 90 credits for persons whose
qualifications are equivalent to Level 7 of the Vietnamese Qualifications Framework.
Degrees
Level-8 specialised training programme degrees are granted for learners who have
achieved qualification equivalent to level 8 of the Vietnamese Qualifications Framework.

8.3. Master’s level
As prescribed in Circular No. 17/2021/TT-BGDDT dated 22 June 2011 and Circular No.
23/2021/TT-BGDDT dated 30 August 2021 of the Ministry of Education and Training:
Admission requirements
a)

Qualification and Specialisation requirements:
•

Enrolees have graduated or have been eligible for recognition as university graduates
(or equivalent or higher) in appropriate majors; for those who follow researchoriented programmes, enrolees must hold a Bachelor’s degree classified as Good or
higher or have had scientific publication in majors that they will study and/or conduct
research.

•

Appropriate majors are defined as majors in bachelor’s level (or equivalent or higher)
that equip learners with necessary specialised knowledge to pursue a Master degree
of the respective majors, and are specified in enrolment standards of a Master degree;
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educational institutions shall prescribe cases where additional academic requirements
are to be satisfied prior to enrolment.
•

As for application-oriented Master programmes in administration and management,
appropriate majors in bachelor level mean majors directly related to administration
and management fields.

b)
Language proficiency requirements: Enrolees must have foreign language proficiency
equivalent to at least level 3 of the six-level Foreign Language Proficiency Framework for
Vietnam; holding one of the following degrees/certificates:
•

Bachelor’s degree or higher in foreign language majors; or Bachelor’s degree or higher
in programmes delivered primarily in foreign languages.

•

Bachelor’s degree or higher provided by educational institutions within 2 years in
which the outcome standards of the programme satisfy the requirement of foreign
language level 3 in the six-level Foreign Language Proficiency Framework for Vietnam.

•

Any degrees or certificates for foreign language level 3 of the six-level Foreign
Language Proficiency Framework for Vietnam or other equivalent certificates
recognised by the Ministry of Education and Training and valid by the date of
enrolment.

•

Enrolees must satisfy other requirements of standard training programmes issued by
the Ministry of Education and Training and specific requirements of training
programmes.

c)
Foreign enrolees who apply for Master programmes delivered in Vietnamese must
meet Vietnamese level 4 or higher in the Vietnamese Proficiency for foreigners or have
graduated university (or equivalent or higher) where the training programmes were delivered
in Vietnamese; must satisfy second language requirements of educational institutions (if any).
d)
For training programmes delivered in foreign languages, enrolees must satisfy foreign
language requirements, to be specific, obtain any of the following degrees or certificates:
•

Bachelor’s degree or higher in foreign languages used in teaching; or Bachelor’s
degree or higher where education programme is provided primarily in languages used
in teaching.

•

Any degrees or certificates for language used in teaching equivalent to level 4 in the
six-level Foreign Language Proficiency Framework for Vietnam or other equivalent
certificates recognised by the Ministry of Education and Training and valid by the date
of enrolment.
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Form of training
Formal training format applies to research-oriented and application-oriented
programmes. Inservice training format applies to application-oriented programmes.
Training duration
Training time for each training format conforms to regulations on higher education
training issued by the Ministry of Education and Training.
Training duration is regulated as follows:
•

Duration based on standard learning plan for the entire course must suit duration
under Structural Framework of the National Education System (equivalent to one to
two years as per specific training programmes) while guaranteeing that the majority of
learners finish the training programme.

•

Duration based on standard learning plan for the entire course for part-time degree
must be at least 20% longer than formal training format of the same programme.

•

Maximum duration for learners to complete a course is prescribed under regulations
of educational institutions without exceeding twice the duration based on standard
learning plan for the entire course for each training format.

Academic load
•

A Master programme requires 60 credits for those with a Bachelor’s degree of the
same discipline.

•

A research-oriented programme requires between 24-30 credits for research
academic load, of which 12-15 credits are for Thesis, 12-15 credits for projects,
portfolios, or other scientific projects.

•

An application-oriented programme must include between 6-9 credits for the
internship component and 6-9 credits for the graduation component in forms of
projects or portfolios.

The lecturers and assistant staff
Lecturers shall hold Doctorate degrees. Full-time lecturers shall meet requirements in
terms of quantity, quality, qualifications and structure to provide training activities of Master
programmes in the registered majors. There shall be at least 5 PhDs in relevant disciplines
who are full-time lecturers, including a professor or associate professor who presides over the
development and implementation of the training programme; full-time lecturers with
appropriate expertise to preside over the teaching of each subject or module of a
programme; and enough supervisors to ensure a maximum ratio of 5 students per supervisor.
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Recognition of learning results and credit conversion
Learners shall be considered for credit acknowledgement and conversion for certain
units of study when they have taken part in another Master programme or have graduated
from a specialised training programme. Number of credits acknowledged and converted must
not exceed 30 credits.
Students who are pursuing a bachelor-level educational programme (or equivalent or
higher) have good or higher grade point average and meet other requirements prescribed by
an educational institution may register to take certain units of study of a Master programme
in advance in the same educational institution. Number of credits acknowledged must not
exceed 15 credits.
Units of study allowed for credit acknowledgement and conversion when the
following requirements are met:
•

Meet the outcome standards, lecturer requirements, academic load, and other
requirements of the units of study in a Master programme.

•

Assessment score must be C (or equivalent) or higher.

•

Completion date must be within 5 years from the date on which acknowledgement
and conversion is considered.
Regulations of an educational institution specify:

•

Eligibility, criteria for assessment, and procedures for acknowledging academic results
and converting credits.

•

Eligibility and procedures for registering for a unit.

•

Effective period of academic results for credit acknowledgement and conversion.

•

Units of study and number of credits shall be acknowledged and converted based on
eligibility of learners and the training programme.

Outcome requirements
Learners who pursue an application-oriented programme must conduct a graduating
unit of study ranging from 6 to 9 credits in the form of projects. Learners shall conduct the
project for at least 3 months. Projects are assessed in the form of defense in front of a
committee. The defense session is organised publicly except for majors that require security
according to regulations of the Government. A project report is a presentation of the
development, implementation, and implementation process and results that satisfy the
following requirements:
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•

Allowing proposition and verification of new models and solutions for effectively
dealing with difficulties in practice; exhibiting capacity of applying science, technology,
and problem resolution by learners.

•

Meeting cultural, moral, and traditional standards of Vietnam.

•

Complying with regulations of educational institutions regarding academic integrity
and applicable law provisions on intellectual property.

Learners who pursue research-oriented programmes must conduct a research topic
worth 12 to 15 credits whose results are displayed in the form of a thesis. Learners shall
produce the thesis for at least 6 months and defense the thesis in front of a committee.
Thesis is a scientific report consolidating all primary research conducted by learners and
satisfying the following requirements:
•

Making contribution to theories and practice, or developing technology, enabling
renovation; showing research capacity of learners.

•

Meeting cultural, moral, and traditional standards of Vietnam.

•

Complying with regulations of education institutions regarding academic integrity and
applicable law provisions on intellectual property.

Eligibility for defending thesis:

•

Having completed all units of study of a training programme.

•

Having submitted thesis and receiving consensus from instructors to defend.

•

Having satisfied other requirements of an educational institution.

Thesis defense session is organised when at least 2/3 of total committee members are
present. The committee is made of a chairperson, a secretary, and at least an examiner.
Online thesis defense may be implemented under consensus of committee members and
learners; all progression of the online thesis defense session is visually and audibly recorded
and stored at the respective educational institution.
The thesis score is the arithmetic mean of scores given by committee members
present at the thesis defense sessions on the scale of 10; learners shall be qualified when
their thesis score is at least 5.5.
In case the thesis is unqualified, learners may apply for the second assessment within
3 months from the meeting date of the committee for the first assessment; there will be no
third assessment.
After successfully defending the thesis, the entirety of it (which is revised at request of
the committee, if any) must be submitted, stored at libraries of an educational institution, and
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publicised on the website of the institution in at least 30 days, except for topics that must be
protected according to regulations of the Government.
Recognition of graduation and awarding Master’s degrees
Eligibility for graduation:

•

Having completed all units of study of the training programme and defended the
thesis sufficiently;

•

Having met the foreign language proficiency (level 4 of the six-level Foreign Language
Proficiency Framework for Vietnam) prior to being considered for graduation;
obtaining proof by any of the certificates or degrees or other equivalent certificates
published by Ministry of Education and Training, or Bachelor’s degrees or higher in
foreign language majors, or Bachelor’s degrees or higher in programmes delivered
entirely in foreign languages;

•

Fulfilling responsibilities according to regulations of an educational institution; not
being criminally prosecuted and not being placed under academic suspension or
discipline.

Educational institutions consider and issue a decision recognising graduation within 2
months from the date on which learners successfully defend the project or thesis; up to 3
months for cases where project, thesis appraisal is required. Educational institutions shall
issue Master’s degrees for learners within 1 month from the date on which decisions
recognising graduation are issued. The contents on degrees and degree annexes shall
conform to regulations of the Ministry of Education and Training which specify researchoriented programme or application-oriented programme.
For those who are ineligible for graduation after the learning period, rectors of
educational institutions shall issue certificates for units of study accumulated by the learners
during the training programme.
Regulations of educational institutions shall elaborate on methods of calculating
average score of the entire course, procedures for considering and recognising graduation;
retention and issuance of certificate for units of study accumulated for learners who are
ineligible for graduation.
Degrees
Master’s degrees (Bằng Thạc sĩ) are granted to learners who have met the outcomes
of level 7 of the Vietnamese Qualifications Framework, in accordance with regulations of the
Law and of a respective educational institution.
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8.4. Doctoral level
As prescribed in Circular No. 17/2021/TT-BGDDT dated 22 June 2021 and Circular No.
18/2021/TT-BGDDT dated 28 June 2021 of the Ministry of Education and Training:
Admission requirements
a)

Qualification requirements for applicants

Hold a Master’s degree or Bachelor’s degree classified as “Very good” or higher in a
suitable academic discipline or a qualification equivalent to level 7 of the Vietnamese
Qualifications Framework in some special academic disciplines suitable for the field of the
target Doctoral programme; meet admission requirements of training programme standards
promulgated by the Ministry of Education and Training and of the target Doctoral
programme; Have research experience evidenced by a Master’s thesis of a research-oriented
training programme; or a published scientific report or article; or working for at least 02 years
(24 months) as a lecturer or researcher of an educational institution or scientific and
technological organisation; Have a draft research outline and draft course-wise study and
research plan.
b)
Foreign language requirements: Vietnamese applicants must meet foreign language
requirements as evidenced by any of the following degrees and certificates:
•

A Bachelor’s degree or higher awarded by a foreign educational institution,
Vietnamese branch of a foreign educational institution or Vietnamese educational
institution to learners of a full-time programme taught in a foreign language.

•

A Bachelor’s degree in a foreign language awarded by a Vietnamese educational
institution.

•

A foreign language proficiency certificate equivalent to level 4 of the six-level Foreign
Language Proficiency Framework for Vietnam announced by the Ministry of Education
and Training.

c)
Any foreign applicants who applies for a Doctoral programme taught in Vietnamese
must have a Vietnamese proficiency certificate of level 4 or higher in the Vietnamese
Proficiency for foreigners and meet second foreign language requirements of the educational
institution, unless the applicant is a native speaker of the language used to teach the Doctoral
programme.
d)
Educational institution regulations shall specify requirements for specialised
qualification, language proficiency and work experience and other requirements for
applicants according to the characteristics of each field of training, academic discipline and
training programme of the educational institution based on the minimum requirements
provided in this article.
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Training duration
Standard duration of a Doctoral programme shall range from 3 years (36 months) to 4
years (48 months) as decided by the educational institution and this duration must be
sufficient for the majority of research students to complete the programme; each research
student shall have a course-wise study and research plan that takes place within the whole
standard programme duration and is approved together with the research student
recognition decision.
Every research student may complete their programmes in less than 1 year (12
months) sooner; or longer than their course-wise study and research plan but the total
training duration shall not exceed 6 years (72 months) starting from the entry into force of
the research student recognition decision to the time where procedures for submitting their
dissertation to their educational institution are completed (before independent defense and
establishment of the dissertation examination committee of their educational institution).
Form of training
Doctoral programmes shall be provided in the full-time mode of study; research
students must spend sufficient study and research time at their educational institution
according to the approved plans; the full-time mode of study requires registering for 30
credits per year.
Academic load
A Doctoral programme requires 90 credits for persons holding a Master’s degree, and
120 credits for persons holding a Bachelor’s degree in the same academic discipline group.
Regarding the structure and the content of Doctoral programmes: At least 80% of each
programme is dedicated to scientific research and Doctoral thesis; Maximum 16 credits are
for compulsory or elective units of study for learners who enrol with a Master’s degree;
Maximum 30 credits are for compulsory or elective units of study for learners who enrol with
a Bachelor’s degree.
The lecturers and assistant staff
Lecturers shall have the titles of professor or associate professor; or hold a doctorate
with good research capacity. Full-time lecturers shall meet requirements in terms of quantity,
quality, qualifications and structure to provide training activities of Doctoral programmes in
the registered majors. There shall be at least 1 professor or 2 associate professors of a
suitable academic discipline and 3 PhDs in relevant disciplines who are full-time lecturers.
There shall be sufficient supervisors to ensure that each professor is in charge of no more
than 7 research students; each associate professor is in charge of no more than 5 research
students and each PhD is in charge of no more than 3 research students.
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Recognition of study and research results
Study and research results accumulated by a research student in a Doctoral
programme may be retained and considered for recognition and transfer in any of the
following cases:
•

The research student is expelled and wishes to study a Master’s programme in a
corresponding academic discipline if they meet regulations of the existing regulation
on graduate programme admission and graduate education.

•

The research student transfers to another specialisation or educational institution.

•

The research student leaves the Doctoral programme, reapplies and is recognised as a
new research student of the educational institution.

Recognition and transfer of study and research results accumulated by a research
student must be carried out in accordance with content and requirements of the training
programme and with the proposal from a specialised council. In case the research student
transfers to another educational institution or becomes a new research student, study and
research results equivalent to no more than 50% of the total load of the new programme may
be recognised and transferred.
Educational institution regulations shall provide details for retention time limit,
composition of specialised councils and procedures for recognition and transfer of study and
research results of research students.
Outcome requirements
The management unit shall examine a dissertation when the research student meets
the following requirements and additional requirements of the educational institution for
each training programme (if any):
a) The student has completed all units of study of the programme.
b) The instructor or co-instructor proposes that the draft dissertation be examined by
the management unit.
c) The student is the main author of a scientific conference report/ scientific article
published in a printed publication included in the WoS/Scopus List or a chapter of a
reference book distributed by a reputable international publisher, or an article
published on a Vietnamese academic journal assigned at least 0,75 point by the State
Council for Professorship concerning the student’s academic discipline, or a
monograph distributed by a reputable Vietnamese or international publisher; the
publication must earn at least 2,0 points in total according to maximum score
stipulated by the State Council for Professorship for each type of project (points shall
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not be distributed when there are co-authors) and be relevant and have substantial
contribution to the research results presented in the dissertation.
d) the requirements in Point c of this Clause may be substituted by evidence of being the
author or co-author of 1 result of a scientific or technological research or application
registered and awarded a national or international patent; or 1 official award of a
national or international competition recognised by the competent authority for the
fields of arts, physical training and sports; such achievement must be relevant and
have substantial contribution to the research results presented in the dissertation.
Educational institutions shall stipulate examination of dissertation at management
units to ensure that the examination is of scientific nature and assists research students in
completing their dissertation before independent dissertation examination and defense at
dissertation examination committees of educational institutions.
Recognition of graduation and awarding Doctorate degrees
A research student will be considered for qualification recognition and doctorate
awarding when they meet the following requirements:
•

The research student’s dissertation has been passed by the dissertation examination
committee of the training institution.

•

The research student has submitted the final dissertation with their signature,
confirmation of the instructor and confirmation of the chairperson of the dissertation
examination committee after revision (if any) to the training institution (in physical
and electronic forms).

•

The research student has submitted the final dissertation with their signature,
confirmation of the instructor and confirmation of the training institution in summary
and in full to National Library of Vietnam (in physical and electronic forms).

Degrees
Doctorate degrees (Bằng Tiến sĩ) are granted to learners who have met the outcomes
of level 8 of the Vietnamese Qualifications Framework, in accordance with regulations of the
Law and of a respective educational institution.

9. System of higher education degrees and certificates
According to Article 15, Decree No. 99/2019/ND-CP dated 30 December 2019
elaborating and providing guidelines for a number of Articles of the Law on amendments to
the Law on Higher Education, Higher Education degrees include:
•

Bachelor’s degrees, which are conferred on learners who have finished a higher
education programme in accordance with the law, met outcome requirements of
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Level 6 of the Vietnamese Qualifications Framework, and complied with specific and
lawful regulations of their institutions.
•

Master’s degrees, which are conferred on learners who have finished a master
programme in accordance with the law, met outcome requirements of Level 7 of the
Vietnamese Qualifications Framework, and complied with specific and lawful
regulations of their institutions.

•

Doctoral degrees, which are conferred on learners who have finished a Doctoral
programme in accordance with the law, met outcome requirements of Level 8 of the
Vietnamese Qualifications Framework, and complied with specific and lawful
regulations of their institutions.

•

Degrees of some special academic disciplines include medical degrees, dental degrees,
traditional medicine degrees, pharmacy degrees, veterinary degrees, engineer
degrees, architect degrees and some other degrees stipulated by the Government,
which are granted to learners who have completed the special academic disciplines
programmes.

•

Certificates of some special academic disciplines of the national educational system
shall be awarded to learners who have completed training or refresher programmes
prescribed by Ministries and ministerial-level agencies or to candidates who have
passed certification examinations in compliance with regulations on award of
certificates of the national educational system.

Major contents in higher education degrees and degree supplements
According to Circular No. 27/2019/TT-BGDDT dated 30 October 2019 of the Ministry
of Education and Training:
Major contents include: heading (SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM; Independence Freedom – Happiness); title of the diploma based on the level of training (Bachelor’s degree,
Master’s degree, doctor’s degree or degree of an equivalent level); training discipline; name
of the degree-granting higher education institution; full name of the grantee; date of birth of
the grantee; degree classification (if any); place and date of grant of the degree; title,
signature, and full name of the person competent to grant the degree, and the seal under
regulations; the serial number and number in the original register for granting the degree.
The main contents to be prescribed in higher education degree supplements include:
•

Information about the degree holder - last name, middle name, first name, date of
birth.
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•

Information about the degree - name of higher education institution granting the
degree, training major, date of admission, training language, training time, training
level according to Vietnam National Qualifications Framework, training mode.

•

Information about learning content and academic results (if any) - name of course or
subject, number of credits of each module or subject, course or subject score, total
accumulated credits, GPA, name and results of thesis, dissertation, graduation ranking
score. In case the degree is awarded when the credits are accumulated at different
training institutions, it is necessary to specify the name of the subjects, the number of
credits of each subject recognised for graduation and the name of the training
institution.

•

Information relating to the degree – student number, student, the serial number of
the degree.

•

Samples of Vietnamese degrees and transcript are listed at annex 3 of this document.

10. Academic year
10.1. Forms of training
Forms of training consist of formal training/full-time study, in-service training/parttime study, distance learning (Article 6 of the Law on the amendments of and additions to a
number of articles of the Law on Higher Education No. 34/2018/QH14).
Full-time education is a form of concentrated training with full-time courses at higher
education institutions in order to carry out a training programme of a higher education level
(Clause 1, Article 4 of Law on Higher Education No. 08/2012/QH13).
Continuing education including part-time study and distance learning is a form of
training in classes and courses at higher education institutions or joint-training institutions, in
accordance with the needs of learners, in order to carry out college and university-level
training programmes (Clause 2, Article 4 of Law on Higher Education No. 08/2012/QH13).

10.2. Methods of training organisation
According to Article 3 of the Regulation on Higher Education (issued in acordance with
Circular No. 08/2021/TT-BGDĐT), the method of training organisation consists of year-based
training and credit-based training.
Year-based training is a method for training organisation where all mandatory units of
study of the training programme are organised into relatively fixed classes, allowing students
of the same class to follow the standard learning plan and a common schedule, except for
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elective or retaken units of study. Students with satisfactory study progress may advance to
the next year according to the standard learning plan and shall retake failed units of study in
compliance with regulations of the training programme. Students with unsatisfactory study
progress shall retake failed units of study together with students of the next cohort in
compliance with regulations of the training programme.
Credit-based training is a method for training organisations where units of study are
organised into classes as appropriate to the teaching plan of the training institution, allowing
students to accumulate credits of each unit of study and take the training programme
following their individual learning plans. Students failing a mandatory unit of study shall
retake that unit of study or take an equivalent unit of study according to regulations of the
training programme or a substituting unit of study if the unit of study that they fail is no
longer taught. Students failing an elective unit of study shall retake that unit of study or take
another elective unit of study according to regulations of the training programme.

10.3. Study duration
For full-time study, the study duration according to the standard learning plan for the
whole training programme must be appropriate to the duration provided for in the structural
framework of the national education system and enable the majority of students to complete
the training programme. Specifically, the duration of study is equivalent to 3-5 years of fulltime study for the university-level training programme, 1-2 years of full-time study for the
Master’s degree education programme, 3-4 years of full-time study for the doctorate-level
training programme depending on requirements of training majors and levels of students
enroling in this programme (Decision No. 1981/QĐ-TTg dated 18 October 2016 on approving
the Structural framework of the national education system).
For part-time study, the study duration according to the standard learning plan for the
whole training programme must be at least 20% longer than that of the full-time mode.
Maximum time limit for students to complete a course shall be stipulated in the training
institution regulation but shall not be longer than twice the study duration according to the
standard learning plan for the whole course for each mode of study (Article 2 of the
Regulation on Higher Education, Circular No. 08/2021/TT-BGDDT).
An academic year shall have two or three main semesters with a total of at least 30
academic weeks. Besides main semesters, training institutions may have additional semesters
(Article 6 of the Regulation on Higher Education, Circular No. 08/2021/TT-BGDDT).
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11. Grading and credit system
11.1. Grading scale system and classification
According to Circular No. 08/2021/TT-BGDDT dated 18 March 2021 of the Ministry of
Education and Training promulgating the regulation on undergraduate education; Circular No.
17/2021/TT-BGDDT dated 22 June 2021 of the Ministry of Education and Training providing
standards of training programme, formulation, appraisal and promulgation of training
programmes at all levels of higher education:
Scales used
•

10-point scale: including numbers from 0 to 10 (rounded to one decimal) used to
evaluate and score attendance, score on process assessment (midterm test, etc.), final
term score, and the module grade.

•

Letter scale: including letters from F to A, used to evaluate the module score in a
different way corresponding to the course score in the 10-point scale.

•

4-point scale: used to calculate the semester average, the cumulative average, to
evaluate the learning results of students after each semester, period, and to
determine graduation classification.

Grading a module
For each module, students are assessed by a minimum of two-component scores,
modules with a volume of less than two credits may have only one assessment score. The
component scores follow the 10-point grading system.
Module final result is calculated by multiplying the weight associated with a particular
component with its score in 10-point scale, and then summing all the scores together.
Module final scores are rounded to one decimal place and converted to the letter scale as
follows:
•

Pass:
Table 3. Grading a module - pass

10-point scale

Letter scale

1

8.5 – 10.0

A

2

7.0 – 8.4

B

3

5.5 – 6.9

C
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4

10-point scale

Letter scale

4.0 – 5.4

D

The unclassified pass applies to modules that only require passing, not included in the GPA, P:
5.0 or higher.
•

Fail:
Table 4. Grading a module - fail

10-point scale

Letter scale

Below 4.0

F

Classifying the academic results of the semester, academic year or entire programme
Students will be classified by either 10-point scale or 4-point scale. The classifying of
the learning outcomes of a semester, a year or entire course is specified as follows:
Table 5. Classification of academic results

Classification

10-point scale

4-point scale

Excellent

9.0 – 10.0

3.60 – 4.00

Very good

8.0 – 8.9

3.20 – 3.59

Good

7.0 – 7.9

2.50 – 3.19

Average

5.0 – 6.9

2.00 – 2.49

Poor

4.0 – 4.9

1 – 1.99

Very poor

<4

<1

•

To convert the 4-point scale to a letter scale as follows: A converts to 4; B converts to
3; C converts to 2; D converts to 1; F converts to 0.

•

Students are ranked at the academic year level based on the number of credits
accumulated from the beginning of the course (referred to as N) and the average
number of credits per academic year according to the standard study plan (referred to
as M), specifically as follows:

-

First year qualification: N < M;
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-

Second year qualification: M ≤ N < 2M;

-

Third year qualification: 2M ≤ N < 3M;

-

ourth year qualification: 3M ≤ N < 4M;

-

Fifth year qualification: 4M ≤ N < 5M.

The graduate recognition
Students are considered and recognised for graduation when they fully meet the
following conditions:
a) Accumulate enough courses, number of credits, and complete other compulsory
contents as required by the training programme, meet the programme outcome
standards of the training programme.
b) The cumulative grade point average of the entire course is above average.
c) At the time of graduation, the student was not criminally prosecuted or was not
being disciplined at the level of suspension.
Degree classificaiton of students with excellent and very good cumulative GPA will be
reduced by one level if they fall into one of the following cases:
a) The volume of retaken courses exceeds 5% of the total number of credits specified
for the whole programme.
b) The student has been disciplined at a warning level or higher during the study.

11.2. Credit system
According to Circular No. 08/2021/TT-BGDDT dated 18 March 2021 and Circular No.
17/2021/TT-BGDDT dated 22 June 2022 of the Ministry of Education and Training:
Credits are used to determine the learning volume of the course and the curriculum.
One credit is equal to 50 hours of study, including class attendance, guided study, self-study,
research, experiences, examinations, and assessments.
For in-class teaching activities, a credit requires at least 15 hours of teaching or 30
hours of practice, experiment, discussion; with one class hour equivalent to 50 minutes.
The regulations of the higher education institutions will specify the limit of the
student's study volume in each semester, within the following frame: the minimum
enrolment volume is not less than 2/3 of the average volume of a semester standard study
plan and should not exceed 3/2 of the average volume of a semester. A year has two or three
main terms, for a total of at least 30 weeks of class. In addition, the higher education
institution can organise additional terms.
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12. Education accreditation and quality assurance
12.1. Legal documents
•

Circular No. 12/2017/TT-BGDDT dated 19 May 2017 of the Ministry of Education and
Training promulgating the regulation on higher education institution accreditation.

•

Circular No. 38/2013/TT-BGDDT dated 29 November 2013 of the Ministry of Education
and Training on process and frequency of quality assessment of training programmes
of universities, colleges and junior colleges.

•

Circular No. 04/2016/TT-BGDDT dated 14 March 2016 of the Ministry of Education
and Training promulgating regulations on quality assessment standards for higher
education programmes.

The Ministry of Education and Training established, permitted the establishment and
licensed the operation of educational quality accreditation organisations in Vietnam. They
also promulgate a set of standards for assessing the quality of educational institutions and
training programmes; promulgate regulations on accreditation of educational institutions and
training programmes:

12.1.1. Standards for assessment of the quality of educational institutions
Standards for assessment of the quality of educational institutions consist of 25
standards and 4 sections:
Section 1. Quality assurance in terms of the strategy
•

Standard 1: Vision, mission and culture

•

Standard 2: Administration

•

Standard 3: Leadership and management

•

Standard 4: Strategic management

•

Standard 5: Policies on education, scientific research and community service

•

Standard 6: Human resource management

•

Standard 7: Financial and material facilities management

•

Standard 8: Networks and external relations

Section 2. Quality assurance of the system
•

Standard 9: Internal quality assurance system

•

Standard 10: Internal assessment and external assessment

•

Standard 11: Internal quality assurance information system
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•

Standard 12. Quality improvement

Section 3. Quality assurance of functional performance
•

Standard 13: Enrolment and admission

•

Standard 14: Design and review of curriculum

•

Standard 15: Teaching and learning

•

Standard 16: Learner assessment

•

Standard 17: Learner service and support activities

•

Standard 18: Scientific research management

•

Standard 19: Intellectual property management

•

Standard 20: Scientific research cooperation and partnership

•

Standard 21: Community service and connection

Section 4. Performance results
•

Standard 22: Training result

•

Standard 23: Scientific research result

•

Standard 24: Community service result

•

Standard 25: Financial and market result

12.1.2. Process and frequency of educational institution quality assessment
1. The frequency of education accreditation for educational institutions is 5 years.
2. The process of educational institutions accreditation consists of 4 steps.

Step 1 – Internal assessment with 6 activities: establish the internal assessment panel;
make the internal assessment plan; collect, process, analyse the information and evidence;
make the internal assessment report; storage and use the internal assessment report; carry
out the activities after completing the internal assessment report.
Step 2 – External assessment: it is a mandatory requirement when an educational
institution submits the documents to register for quality accreditation in Vietnam. The
process and procedures for registering for external assessment are specified in Section 3
Chapter III of Circular No. 12/2017/TT-BGDDT dated 19 May 2017 of the Ministry of Education
and Training:
•

An educational institution may apply for the external assessment carried out by an
education accrediting organisation licensed by the Ministry of Education and Training
after having announced the approved internal assessment report in the internal
educational institution for at least 20 business days.
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•

The external assessment process consists of 5 steps: study the internal assessment
documents; carry out the preliminary survey at the educational institution; carry out
the official survey at the educational institution; draft the external assessment report
and send it to the educational institution for seeking opinions; complete the external
assessment report.

•

The external assessment results are the basis for the educational institution to
implement the plan for improving and enhancing the education quality and for the
education accrediting panel of the education accrediting organisation to verify,
consider and approve or disapprove the certification that the educational institution
meets the educational institution standards.

Step 3 – Cerification of the education quality assessment result: within 6 months from
the date on which the written request for consideration and recognition of the educational
quality standard of the educational institution is received, the education accrediting
organisation shall hold a quality assessment meeting to verify the education quality
assessment result. The panel shall ballot for the approval of the resolution on the verification
of the education quality assessment result.
Step 4 – Recognition of conformance to education quality standards. The conditions
for the recognition of conformance to education quality standards are the following:
•

At least one cohort is completed.

•

An external assessment is carried out and a written request sent to the education
accrediting organisation for the recognition of conformance to education quality
standards is made.

•

All of the scoring standards are fulfilled.

Usage of the education accreditation result
The result of the accreditation of the educational institution shall be used as a basis
for determining the quality of higher education and the position and prestige of the
educational institution, as well as for exercising the right to autonomy and self-responsibility.
It is one of the criteria for competent agencies to consider investing funds, assigning tasks,
stratifying, ranking, authorising autonomy and reorganising the network of educational
institutions.
The educational institutions participating in the accreditation in accordance with
regulations and receiving the recognition of conformance to education quality standards are
given priority by the competent agencies for development investment and entitled to higher
autonomy. Credits accumulated at such educational institutions are recognised and
transferable.
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Educational institutions participating in the accreditation but do not receiving the
recognition of conformance to education quality standards shall have limited autonomy. If
there is no improvement for the following 3 years to meet education quality standards, such
institutions will be subject to restriction or suspension of admission.

12.1.3. Standards and frequency for accreditation of the quality of training
programmes
Standards and frequency for for assessment of the quality of training programmes of
universities, college and junior colleges are regulated in Circular No. 38/2013/TT-BGDDT
dated 29 November 2013 of Ministry of Education and Training:
•

Programme accreditation aims to ensure and enhance the training programme
quality; determine the extent to which the training programmes meet its objectives in
a given period; serve as a basis for accountability of higher education institutions
about the quality situation of the training programmes, therefore serve as a guide for
learners to choose their training programmes and for employers to recruit employees.

•

The process of training programme accreditation includes: self-assessment; external
assessment and re-assessment (if any); verification of the education quality
assessment result; recognition of conformance to education quality standards.

•

The frequency of programme accreditation is 5 years.

The criteria for evaluation quality of higher education programs are regulated in
accordance with Circular No. 04/2016/TT-BGDDT dated 14 March 2016 of the Ministry of
Education and Training, including 11 standards as below:
•

Standard 1: Objectives and graduation requirements

•

Standard 2: Description of the programme

•

Standard 3: Structure and contents of curiculumn

•

Standard 4: Teaching and learning approach

•

Standard 5: Assessment of students’ learning outcomes

•

Standard 6: Staff of lecturers and academics

•

Standard 7: Employees

•

Standard 8: Learners and learners support activities

•

Standard 9: Facilities and equipments

•

Standard 10: Quality improvement

•

Standard 11: Student outcomes
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Table 6. List of Vietnamese Centres for Education Accreditation

No.

Abbreviation

Organisation Name

Website

Type

1

VNU-CEA

VNU HN - Centre for Education
Accreditation

https://cea.vnu.
edu.vn/

Public

2

VNU-HCM
CEA

VNU HCM - Centre for
Education Accreditation

http://cea.vnuh
cm.edu.vn/tran
g-chu.html

Public

CEA-UD

Centre for Education
Accreditation– The University
of Danang

http://cea.udn.
vn/En/

Public

4

CEA-AVU&C

Centre for Education
Accreditation – Association of
Vietnam Universities and
Colleges

http://ceaavuc.edu.vn/en
/

Public

5

VU-CEA

Centre for Education
Accreditation – Vinh University

http://kdclgd.vi
nhuni.edu.vn/

Public

3

6

Centre for Education
Accreditation SaiGon under Ho
Chi Minh City Education
Service Investment Joint Stock
Company

7

Centre for Education
Accreditation ThangLong
under Hanoi Education Service
Investment Joint Stock
Company

CEATHANGLONG

Private

http://www.cea
thanglong.edu.
vn/quy-chehoat-dong

Private

Table 7. List of Foreign Centres for Education Accreditation conducting assessment in Vietnam

No.

Abbreviation

Organisation Name

1

AUN-QA

ASEAN University Network - Quality
Assurance

2

CTI

Commission des Titres d'Ingénieur, France

Website

https://www.cti-
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No.

Abbreviation

Organisation Name

Website

commission.fr/
3

ABET

Accreditation Board for Engineering and
Technology, USA

https://www.abet.or
g/

4

ACBSP

Accreditation Council for Business Schools
and Programs, USA

https://acbsp.org/

5

FIBAA

Foundation for International Business
Administration Accreditation

https://www.enfibaa.org/nc/en/welc
ome-page/

6

AMBA

Association of MBAs

https://www.associa
tionofmbas.com/

7

IACBE

International Accreditation Council for
Business Education

https://iacbe.org/

8

ENAEE

European Network for Accreditation of
Engineering Education

https://www.enaee.
eu/

9

HCERES

The High Council for the Evaluation of
Research and Higher Education, France

https://www.hceres.
fr/en

12.2. Education Accreditation and Quality Assurance in Vietnam
Education Accreditation and Quality Assurance activities are being centralised by
universities in Vietnam. Universities expect this to fulfill the needs for the education of
learners and the community. Hence improving the university's status.
In 2016, 12 first higher education institutions were recognised to meet quality
standards by domestic centres for education accreditation as follow:
Table 8. Recognised Higher Education Institutions (2016)

No.

Higher education institution

1

University of Transport and Communications

2

University of Science and Education – The
University of Danang

Time

March 2016

Accreditation
organisation

VNU-CEA
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No.

Higher education institution

3

University of Social Sciences and Humanities Vietnam National University Hanoi

4

Industrial University of Ho Chi Minh City

5

University of Economics and Business - Vietnam
National University Hanoi

6

University of Languages and International
Studies - Vietnam National University Hanoi

7

University of Science and Technology - The
University of Danang

8

University of Foreign Languages Studies - The
University of Danang

9

University of Economics - The University of
Danang

10

International University - Vietnam National
University HCMC

11

University of Education - Vietnam National
University Hanoi

12

University of Engineering and Technology Vietnam National University Hanoi

Time

Accreditation
organisation

September 2016

VNU-HCM
CEA

October 2016

VNU-CEA

November 2016

VNU-HCM
CEA

As of 31st January 2021, 164 higher education institutions and 10 pedagogical colleges
have been recognised to meet quality standards set up by the Ministry of Education and
Training. Besides, 7 universities that meet the international quality standards are: University
of Technology – Viet Nam National University HCMC; University of Science and Technology –
The University of Danang; Hanoi University of Science and Technology; National University of
Civil Engineering; University of Science – Vietnam National University Hanoi; Ton Duc Thang
University and International University – Vietnam National University HCMC.
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As of 31st January 2021, 536 programmes have been assessed and recognised in total:
308 of them are assessed in accordance with domestic standards and 228 are assessed in
accordance with international standards.3

13. Vietnam degree verification system
13.1. Vietnamese degree quick search
Currently, VN-NARIC is establishing and updating the degree and certificate
verification system. The system is expected to help centralising the degree management task;
support organisations/individuals with the need to look up degree/certificate information;
prevent the phenomenon of diploma mills.
Since 2020, VN-NARIC has been establishing and updating the database of Upper
secondary diploma and Higher education qualification (Bachelor, Master and Doctorate
Degree) in 3 academic years (2018, 2019, 2020). Up until now, VN-NARIC has updated
databases with over 3 million diplomas/qualifications issued by 64 Departments of Education
and Training and 203 higher education institutions. The database of the remaining institutions
is being updated.
The verification system of Upper secondary diplomas and Higher education
qualifications issued by Vietnamese institutions can be found on this website:
http://truyxuatvanbang.naric.edu.vn/

13.2. Vietnamese degree verification service
Since 2019, VN-NARIC has been conducting the Vietnamese degree verification service
(including Advanced Diploma (in pedagogy area), Bachelor, Master and Doctorate Degree)
and verifying Upper secondary diploma of students who wish to apply for visa to study or
work abroad.
The detailed information of the service is on VN-NARIC website:
http://en.naric.edu.vn/recognition-of-credential-national-secondary-examination-result-ofvietnam-institutions.html

3

The Ministry of Education and Training is currently updating the list of accredited/recognised higher
education institutions and programmes on the website: https://moet.gov.vn/giaoducquocdan/khao-thi-va-kiem-dinhchat-luong-giao-duc/Pages/Default.aspx
The list of recognised higher education institutions in Vietnam is updated on VN-NARIC website at:
http://en.naric.edu.vn/vietnam-recognised-bodies.
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13.3. The verification system of Vocational education qualification
Database of Vocational education qualifications since 2017 is updated and can be
verified at the portal of Vocational education qualification, Directorate of Vocational
Education and Training, Ministry of Labour, War Invalids and Social Affair:
http://vanbang.gdnn.gov.vn/.

14. International and foreign higher education institutions in
Vietnam
1.

International and foreign higher education institutions in Vietnam

Legal documents
Foreign-invested educational institutions in Vietnam operate on the legal basis of the
Decree No. 86/2018/ND-CP dated 6 June 2018 of the Vietnam Government on Foreign
cooperation and investment in education. According to Chapter III of the Decree, Permissible
forms of foreign-invested education institutions include higher education institutions and
branch campuses of foreign-invested higher education institutions in Vietnam. The period of
operation of a foreign-invested education institution shall be no longer than 50 years from
the date on which the certificate of investment registration is issued, but shall not exceed the
renting period. The procedures for approving the establishment are the following:
a) The procedures for approving the establishment of a foreign-invested higher
education institution shall be completed as follows:
•

Issue the investment registration certificate;

•

Issue the establishment certificate;

•

Issue the license to provide education and post the decision on the licensing
authority’s website.

b) The procedures for approving the establishment of a campus of foreign-invested
education institutions shall be completed as follows:
•

Issue the investment registration certificate;

•

Issue establishment certificate to the campus of foreign-invested educational
institution;

•

Issue the license to provide education and post the decision on the licensing
authority’s website.
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Foreign higher education institutions in Vietnam
Currently, there are 5 foreign higher education institutions operating in Vietnam:
RMIT University Vietnam, Fulbright University Vietnam, Tokyo Human Health Sciences
University Vietnam, the American University in Vietnam, British University Vietnam (BUV).
RMIT University Vietnam is a branch campus of foreign-invested higher education institution
and the remaining 4 higher education institutions are foreign-invested higher education
institutions.
a) RMIT University Vietnam: is a branch campus of foreign higher education institution
that was established in 2000 and has been operating from then on. RMIT University
Vietnam is a part of RMIT University Australia - one of the biggest higher education
institutions in Australia.

•

Main campus: 702 Nguyen Van Linh District 7, Ho Chi Minh City

•

Main training areas: Administration; Business, Commerce, Information Technology,
Electric and Electrical Engineering.

•

Website: https://www.rmit.edu.vn/

•

Students that study at RMIT University Vietnam and are awarded degrees by RMIT
University Australia still have to undertake degree recognition service like students
studying at RMIT University Australia campus.

b) Fulbright University: was established under Decision No. 819-QD/TTG of the Prime
Minister.

•

Main campus: 105 Ton Dat Tien, Tan Phu Ward, District 7, Ho Chi Minh City

•

Main training areas: Public Policy.

•

Website: https://fulbright.edu.vn/

c) Tokyo Human Health Sciences University Vietnam (THUV): is established in 2016
under Decision No. 2530/QD-BGDDT of the Ministry of Education and Training.

•

Main campus: ST-01, Ecopark, Xuan Quan Ward, Van Giang Commune, Hung Yen
Province.

•

Since 2016, THUV has provided higher education programs in the main areas
including: Nursing, Rehabilitation Engineering, Medical Laboratory Techniques,
Orthoses.

•

Website: https://tokyo-human.edu.vn/

d) The American University in Vietnam: was established under Decision No. 2247/QD-TTg
dated 11 December 2015 of the Prime Minister and was allowed to operate under
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Decision No. 2481/QD-BGDDT dated 20 July 2016 of the Ministry of Education and
Training.
•

Main campus: 299 Tran Dai Nghia St, Hoa Hai Ward, Ngu Hanh Son Dist, Da Nang City

•

Main training areas: Business Administration, Information Technology, Aviation
Engineering, Multimedia.

•

Website: http://auv.edu.vn/

e) British University Vietnam (BUV): was establish under Decision No. 1428/QD-TTg
dated 09 September 2009 of the Prime Minister.

•

Main campus: Block GD-01 Ecopark, Xuan Quan Ward, Van Giang Commune, Hung
Yen Province.

•

BUV provides joint-training programs with University of London and University of
Staffordshire, UK.

•

Main training areas: Business Administration, Banking and Finance, Computer Science,
Game Design.

•

Website: https://www.buv.edu.vn/

14.1. International joint training programmes
The regulations related to international joint training programmes presented in this
report are compiled from Decree No. 86/2018/ND-CP dated 06 June 2018 of the Government
of Vietnam on regulating foreign cooperation and investment in education and Circular No.
38/2020/TT-BGDDT dated 06 October 2020 of the Ministry of Education and Training on
providing regulations on joint training with foreign partners at Bachelor’s, Master’s and
Doctoral levels in the forms of online and blended training.
Accordingly, foreign organisations and individuals, and international organisations are
permitted to cooperate and invest in education according to Vietnam’s laws and the
International Agreements to which Vietnam is a signatory.
The joint education and training between Vietnam and foreign countries and the
operation of foreign-invested educational institutions in Vietnam shall comply with Vietnam’s
current regulations on quality assurance and carry out accreditation in accordance with the
current regulations of Vietnam.
International joint training is a form of cooperation between a Vietnamese higher
educational institution and a foreign higher educational institution in order to deliver a
training programme leading to issuance of degrees or certificates without establishing a legal
entity. The period of joint training shall not be longer than 5 years from the date on which the
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application is approved; this period can be extended and each extension shall be no more
than 5 years and no longer than the agreement or the contract period between partners.
In this national report, we will introduce the joint training at Bachelor’s, Master’s and
Doctoral levels.
Institutions for joint training at Bachelor’s, Master’s and Doctoral levels
Higher education institutions legally established and lawfully operating in Vietnam,
and for which the education quality has been accredited.
Higher education institutions legally established and lawfully operating in foreign
countries which have been recognised by foreign accreditation organisations or foreign
competent agencies, and recognised by Vietnam’s competent authorities.
Permitted forms of joint training
There are three modes of training delivery: direct (face to face), online (when the
online component taking up for more than 50% of the total teaching time of a programme),
or a combination of both direct and online (blended - when the online component taking up
for less than 50% of the total teaching time). For the blended model, the training at the
Bachelor’s, Master’s and Doctoral levels cannot exceed 30% of the total teaching time.
Range, scale, enrolment, and the language taught in the joint training programs
Range

The higher educational institutions are only permitted to provide joint training
programmes within the range of training majors and levels allowed by Vietnam’s competent
authorities.
Scale

The joint training scale shall be determined based on the quality assurance conditions
of the programmes: facilities, equipment, laboratories, libraries, teaching staff and managers.
The Vietnamese educational institutions and the foreign educational institutions shall specify
the scale of joint training in the application for approval for joint training programme, and
submit the aforesaid application to the competent authorities for approval.
The enrolment conditions for joint training programs

If the candidate is going to receive a Vietnamese higher education degree, he/she
shall satisfy the enrolment conditions for Bachelor’s, Master’s and Doctoral levels according
to the laws of Vietnam. If the candidate is going to receive a foreign higher education degree,
he/she shall satisfy the enrolment conditions for Bachelor’s, Master’s and Doctoral levels of
the aforesaid institution corresponding to the enrolment conditions stipulated in the laws of
the home country where the institution is established. If the candidate is going to receive
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both Vietnamese and foreign higher education institution degrees, he/she shall satisfy the
requirements stipulated in the laws of the home and the foreign countries.
In terms of foreign language proficiency, if the candidate is going to receive a degree
from a Vietnamese higher educational institution, he/she shall reach level 3 in Vietnam’s
language proficiency framework or equivalent. If the candidate is going to receive a degree
from a foreign higher education institution, or if he/she receives degrees from both
Vietnamese and foreign higher education institutions, he/she shall reach at least level 4 in
Vietnam’s language proficiency framework or equivalent. If the candidate applies for the joint
training programme taught in a foreign language, he/she shall satisfy the language
requirements of the foreign education institution.
Apart from the stated requirements, depending on the demand from students, the
associated educational institutions shall provide courses in foreign languages to help their
students reach the appropriate levels before starting the official programmes.
Language for instruction

The subjects in the joint training programme that are designed to issue foreign
certificates shall be taught in foreign languages, neither in Vietnamese nor through a
translator. The subjects in the joint training programme that are designed to issue
Vietnamese certificates shall be taught in Vietnamese or through a translator.
Joint training programs
A joint training programme may correspond to the foreign training programme or may
be developed by both parties; the programme may be either completely carried out in
Vietnam or partially carried out both in Vietnam and in a foreign country; it may be designed
to issue either foreign qualifications or both Vietnamese and foreign qualifications.
A foreign training programme carried out in Vietnam shall be accredited by the home
country or recognised by the competent agency of the country. The programme shall not
damage national security and public interests nor spread religion, distort history or negatively
affect the cultures, ethics and traditional customs of Vietnam. It shall ensure the connection
between the educational levels. The programme outcome standards of a joint training
programme shall not be lower than those stipulated in the regulations of Vietnam’s laws.
Teaching staffs
Qualifications

As for the joint training programme at Bachelor’s level, the lecturers shall possess at
least a Master’s degree or higher in the discipline group being taught.
As for the joint training programme at Master’s level, the lecturers who teach the
subjects and modules, and guide Master’s theses shall possess at least a Doctoral degree in
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the discipline group being taught; the lecturers who guide the practice and internship shall
possess at least a Master’s degree in the major that they participate in to guide the practice
and internship.
As for the joint training programme at Doctoral level, the lecturers shall process at
least a Doctoral degree in a discipline group suitable for the assigned subject in the Doctoral
course. The lectures who guide researchers shall satisfy the requirements for guiding
researchers who participate in a Vietnam’s Doctoral training programme.
Foreign language proficiency

Lecturers who teach subjects in the joint training programme in a foreign language
shall satisfy the language proficiency requirements of the programme. Their skills shall not be
below level 5 of Vietnam’s language proficiency framework or equivalent. Native speakers
who teach language skills shall possess a Bachelor’s degree or higher and a suitable foreign
language teaching certificate.
Teaching experience

The lecturers who teach the subjects in a joint training programme shall have
experience in teaching higher education courses corresponding to their majors.
Examinations, assessment, graduation recognition and issuance of qualifications
The examinations, assessment and certificates of completion of subjects and training
programmes, and graduation recognition shall comply with Vietnam’s laws when issuing
Vietnam’s qualifications, or with foreign laws when issuing foreign qualifications.
A certificate that is issued by a Vietnamese educational institution shall comply with
the regulations of Vietnam’s laws; a certificate issued by a foreign education institution shall
comply with the home country’s laws and shall be approved by a Vietnamese competent
agency; in case the certificates are issued by both Vietnamese education institution and
foreign education institution, it shall comply with the regulations stipulated by the laws of
both countries.
The examinations being taken and the assessment of academic performance of
learners who take online courses shall be carried out on the premises at the joint training
educational institution in Vietnam.

15. Recognition of foreign qualifications
15.1. Legal documents
•

Article 109 of Education Law No. 43/2019/QH14 dated 14 June 2019;
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•

Circular No. 13/2021/TT-BGDDT dated 15 April 2021 of the Ministry of Education and
Training stipulating the conditions, order and competence to recognise diplomas
issued by foreign educational institutions for use in Vietnam (Latest).

•

Circular No. 34/2017/TT-BLDTBXH dated 29 December 2017 of the Ministry of Labor,
War Invalids and Social Affairs promulgating the recognition of qualifications,
certificates issued by foreign vocational institutions.
The authority of recognising foreign qualifications in Vietnam is specified as:

•

For higher education qualifications (Bachelor, Master, Doctor degrees) and Diploma,
Associate degree in the field of pedagogy: authority of recognising belongs to the
Ministry of Education and Training.

•

For Diploma, Associate degree in other fields (except for pedagogy); Elementary
certificates level 1, 2, 3 or equivalent: authority of recognising belongs to the Ministry
of Labour, War Invalids and Social Affairs.

•

For junior, upper secondary education qualifications and Certificate of completion of
the general education programme: authority of recognising belongs to the
Department of Education and Training of cities/provinces.

15.2. Procedure and Dossier
Dossier
Degree holders are required to fill in the online application form and send the
documents directly to Vietnam National Academic Recognition Information Centre (VNNARIC) including:
•

One (01) copy of the diploma, enclosed with its Vietnamese translation authenticated
by a competent agency.

•

One (01) copy of the academic transcript given by the foreign educational institution,
enclosed with its Vietnamese translation authenticated by a competent agency.

•

Proof of studying abroad time (if any).

•

A written consent letter with hand-signed signature to verify information about the
diploma (if requested by awarding educational institution).

Working duration
Education Quality Management Agency shall issue the decision for diploma
recognition to the applicant within 20 working days. In case an information verification with
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the awarding institution is required, the deadline shall not exceed 45 working days from the
application date.
Recognition result
The recognition result is recorded on the recognition paper (form 2 attached). In case
a diploma is not eligible for recognition or beyond the 45-day time limit, there are not enough
grounds to verify information about the diploma. In this case the Education Quality
Management Agency must announce it in official dispatch. In case it is impossible to
determine the equivalent level in the Vietnam Qualifications Framework, the Education
Quality Management Agency shall provide information and recognise the value of the
diploma according to the educational system of the country where the foreign educational
institution is headquartered.
Main contents listed in the appendix of recognition certificate
Recognition information is recorded in a hand-writing book in which the following
information can be found: full name, date of birth; name of granting institution; degree
number; date of confer; mode of study; equivalent level of study to Vietnam Qualifications
Framework or of the education system of the country where the foreign educational
institution is headquartered; registered number and date.
Information disclosure
Applicants can monitor the application process and check the diploma recognition
results on the website of the Vietnam National Academic Recognition Information Centre
(VN-NARIC) (https://naric.edu.vn/) or on the website of Ministry of Education and Training
(https://egov.moet.gov.vn/thu-tuc-hanh-chinh).
In addition, this website provides up-to-date information about:
•

List of recognised higher education institutions in Vietnam;

•

List of accredited higher education institutions in Vietnam;

•

Vietnamese Qualifications Framework;

•

Legal documents on Vietnamese higher education.

15.3. Criteria and conditions for diploma recognition granted by
foreign higher education institutions
a) Diploma granted by foreign higher education institution is recognised when study or
research duration is consistent with the Vietnam National Qualification Framework
and meet one of two following conditions:
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•

The programme is accredited by the accreditation agency in the place where higher
education institution’s head office is located, in correspondence with mode of
delivery;

•

The education institution is recognised/accredited by the national education
authorities or accreditation agency in the place where where higher education
institution’s head office is located.

b) Diplomas granted by a foreign education institution operating (teaching provided) in
different countries from its headquarter (including Vietnam) shall be recognised when
such education institution is approved by the competent educational authority. The
approval includes the permission on opening branches, training cooperation and
conducting training activities under the license meeting the provisions of Clause a.
c) Diplomas granted by foreign education institutions to students whose mode of
delivery is online or combined mode of face-to-face and online shall be recognised
when the programme is accredited by the accreditation agency in the same place
where higher education institution’s head office is located, in correspondence with
mode of delivery and either of the two following conditions:

•

The training programme licensed by the Ministry of Education and Training to provide
in Vietnam when students reside and study in Vietnam;

•

The training programme is licensed by the competent education authority of the
country where the training is organised when student reside and study in that
country.

d) The recognition of diplomas granted by foreign education institutions to learners
specified in Clause a, Clause b, and Clause c of this Article may vary in the event of
war, natural disaster, epidemic or fire, and other force majeuer which shall comply
with the provisions of this Law of the Minister of Education and Training.
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FORM 1
RECOGNITION OF QUALIFICATION INFORMATION
…………………….

SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM

…………………….

Independence - Freedom - Happiness

CERTIFICATE
DIRECTOR GENERAL OF EDUCATION QUALITY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

ACKNOWLEDGES THAT

Diploma/certificate of: (institution name)
Number: (Degree number); granted date.....month...year....... for:
Mr/Mrs/Ms: (Degree holder’s name)
Date of Birth:
Due to (name of teaching institution) training
Degree:
Specialization:
Time of training/credits:
Form of training
Comment:
, date ... month ... year...
Director General’s
signature

Number in the book of recognition:
Address of the portal to access to check:

Formattato: Allineato
0,81 cm, Allineato a s

Formattato: Allineato
Allineato a sinistra

Figure 2. Recognition of qualification information form
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Annex 1. Vietnam education system

Figure 3. Vietnam education system
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Annex 2. Useful links
Ministry of Education and Training: http://en.moet.gov.vn/
Ministry
of
Labour,
War
Invalids
http://english.molisa.gov.vn/Pages/home.aspx

and

Social

Affairs:

Directorate of Vocational Education – Ministry of Labour, War Invalids and Social Affairs:
http://gdnn.gov.vn/
International Cooperation Department – Ministry of Education and Training:
http://icd.edu.vn/
Vietnam National Academic Recognition Information Centre: http://en.naric.edu.vn/
Hanoi University: https://www.hanu.vn/
Ho Chi Minh City Open University: https://ou.edu.vn/
Vocational diploma search portal – Ministry of Labour, War Invalids and Social Affairs:
http://vanbang.gdnn.gov.vn/
Higher education diploma search portal – Ministry of Education and Training:
http://truyxuatvanbang.naric.edu.vn/
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Annex 3. Samples of diplomas and transcripts
According to Circular No. 21/2019/TT-BGDDT dated 29 November 2019 of the
Ministry of Education and Training promulgating the Regulations on management of lower
secondary school diplomas, upper secondary school diplomas, pedagogical intermediate
diplomas, pedagogical college diplomas, higher education diplomas and certificates of the
system national education.
Ministry of Education and Training regulates the management of the diplomas and
certificates in Vietnam; details the main contents written on diplomas and appendices to
higher education diplomas; stipulates templates for lower secondary school diplomas, upper
secondary school diplomas, pedagogical intermediate diplomas, high pedagogical diplomas,
certificates of the national education system; stipulates principles for printing the blanks,
managing, allocating, revoking, and canceling diplomas and certificates.

Figure 4. The degree of Bachelor and transcript (1)
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Figure 6. The degree of Bachelor and transcript (2)

Figure 5. The degree of Master and transcript (1)
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Figure 7. The degree of Master and trascript (1)

Figure 8. The degree of PhD and trascript (1)
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Figure 9. The degree of PhD and transcript (2)

Figure 10. The Degree of Engineer
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Figure 11. The Degree of Architect

Figure 12. The Degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
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Figure 13. The Degree of Pharmacist

Figure 14. Advanced Diploma/Level 5 of VQF
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Figure 15. Advanced Diploma in Education/Level 5 of VQF

Figure 16. Intermediate Diploma in Education/Level 4 of VQF
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Figure 16. Diploma/Level 4 of VQF

Figure 17. Upper Secondary Education Graduation Qualification
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Figure 18. Certificate of completion of the general education programme

Glossary
No.

Vietnamese

English

1

Bằng Trung cấp

Diploma

2

Bằng Cao đẳng

Associate Diploma/Advanced Diploma

3

Bằng Tốt nghiệp Đại học/ Bằng
Cử nhân

The Degree of Bachelor

4

Bằng Kỹ sư

The Degree of Engineer

5

Bằng Thạc sĩ

The Degree of Master

6

Bằng Tiến sĩ

The Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

7

Chính quy

Full-time

8

Tại chức

Part-time
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9

Trực tuyến

Online

10

Bộ Giáo dục và Đào tạo

Ministry of Education and Training

11

Bộ Lao động, Thương binh và Xã
hội

Ministry of Labour, War Invalids and
Social Affairs

12

Vụ Giáo dục Đại học

Department of Higher Education

13

Cục Hợp tác quốc tế

International Cooperation Department

14

Cục Quản lý chất lượng

Education Quality Management Agency

15

Trung tâm Công nhận văn bằng

Vietnam National Academic
Recognition Information Centre
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